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Preface
Our goal in writing this volume has been to provide information

about international learning and international scholarship which
can contribute to improved instruction about the global dimen-
sions of human affairs. In what follows we tr to present the re-
search findings on pre-adult political learning in a concise fashion;
we attempt to delineate alternative frameworks for viewing the
IA orld in a wa!, which will assist educators in becoming more self-
conscious about the images of the world which underlie their
teaching: ,,..41 we seek to consider the implication of current
scholarship for designing world studies programs. We hope our
work contributes to a revitalization of the international dimen-
sion of political education.
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Foreword
The crack of an assassin's pistol anywhere in the world can be

brought to the attention of every interested citizen within minutes.
But, the capacity of the average citizen to select, analyze, and pass
judgment upon that news has not expanded in proportion to the ex-
traordinary increase of information. In this situation, knowledge
often spells bewilderment.

In the present age of outstanding technical development, there is
a mounting disparity between the limitless capacity of the ma-
chines and the limited faculties of their human managers. Most
thoughtful observers of the world agree that war and poverty re-
main the truly desperate enigmas confronting the world today. So-
lutions can only be reached by the creation of a n.ore enlightened
citizenry which can convert fear to fair-mindedness and rational
greed to international cooperation. Then, there will be hope for
peace and a future for humanity.

Social studies teachers know that. while it is essential to provide
sufficient and accurate information about the world and its inter-
actions, this approach alone is not sufficient to bring those under-
standings, attitudes, and skills so necessary to create an informed
citizenry capable of sustaining a constructive and humane global
environment. A fresh look at this whole milieu has been long over-
due.

International Learning and International Education in a Global
Age does this. It is not just another series of pages about inter-
national education filled with patterned phrases which result in a
newly camouflaged receptacle for bits of educational jargon. It is a
stimulating statement about learning to live effectively in a global
age. Realistically, it investigates the ways in which productive in-
ternational education can be accomplished. The Introduction to
the volume deserves particular attention for its forceful statement
of the rationale.

The Council is particularly indebted to Richard C. Remy, James
A. Nathan, James M. Becker. and Judith V. Torney for their per-
ceptive scholarship in the arena of international learning and in-
ternational education.

The National Council for the Social Studies is pleased to present
this publication to the reader as an important addition to the litera-
ture of social studies education.

0

JEAN TH,Foup, President
National Council for the Social Studies
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Change is part of the human con-
dition. Several interrelated changes with implications for those in-
terested in international education have prompted us to write this
book. First, the world is changing. We are currently experiencing
the globalization of the human condition. Fundamental changes
which make today's world qualitatively different from yesterday's
include the spread of atomic weapons to many nations, the world-
wide growth of literacy. the development of a global electronic
communications network, the emergence of a truly global cultural
milieu and economy. and the expansion of a network of cross-na-
tional organizations and associations. lust taking account of these
changes in terms of everyday instruction in the classroom is
enough to keep a conscientious teacher quite busy.

Life. however, is not so simple. Along with changes in the world
in recent years have come changes in how we can look at or study
the world. Current scholarship in international relations and in in-
ternational education offers several images of the world around
which to organize instruction. Each of these alternatives highlights
certain aspects of the international env ironment and places less
stress on others. As a consequence each holds somewhat different
implications for the objectives. pedagogical techniques and cur-
riculum materials to he used in an international education pro-
gram. If social studies teachers are to continue to upgrade their in-

i
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2 INTERNATIGNAL LEARNING' AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCA'T'ION

struction about the world, it is helpful to be familiar with these
alternative views of the world and to be self-conscious about the
world-view upon which their own instruction rests.

Becoming more self-conscious of one's own world-view or image
of international politics is important because the objectives teach-
ers set for themselves and their students, the instructional strate-
gies they employ and the curriculum materials they choose are all
conditioned by their images of the world. A teacher who views the
world primarily in terms of nation-states pursuing foreign policies
aimed at furthering their respective national self-interests will be
likely to pursue objectives and adopt curriculum materials appro-
priate to this world-view. One such objective might be to help stu-
dents develop an ability to critically analyze foreign policy deci-
sions. The teacher might choose to use a game like the Inter-
Nation Simulation or a book such as Abel's The Cuban Missile
Crisis in pursuit of this objective. On the other hand, the objectives
of a teacher who viPws the world in terms of a global society might
be to help students develop a sensitivity to the political implica-
tions of mankind's increasing interdependence. In pursuit of this
objective the teacher might use one of the new sets of curriculum
materials focused upon the idea of 'spaceship earth." Neither of
these hypothetical teachers would be "right" or "wrong" in his or
her approach for there is no single world-view which is most ap-
propriate for international education.

As if this were not enough, there is another set of changes which
the teacher trust cope with. These are changes in youth and in the
social scientific study of youth, The growing interrelatedness of the
contemporary world is gradually altering the interrelationship of
individuals with the international political system, In addition,
this generation of children has lived almost entirely in wartime
and has been the first generation to see televised international
combat and diplomacy. The scope of politics for the young people
of today is enlarging in the sense that their political 'life-space"
has broadened. Simply put, political issues now seem planetary in
implication and a greater percentage of youngsters is aware of the
issues facing humankind. Young people are living more intimately
with the international system than ever before. It is now harder
than ever to conceive of young people's 'psycho-political milieu"
as being bound by the nation-state.

Almost as if to mirror 4the emergence of a new kind of self-
awareness and political consciousness in today's youth, political
scientists have become increasingly interestcu in studying the po-
litical socialization of children and adolescents. Unfortunately, as
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INTRODUCTION 3

we shall see, most research on children's political socialization has
focused on their learning about domestic rather than global poli-
tics. Nevertheless, there is a small but grow ing amount of research
on young people's international political learning. While this re-
search is far from being "complete" and lags behind studies of
children's domestic political learning, it already has a good deal to
offer those interested in improving their international education
programs.

In recent years. of course, a great deal has already occurred to
upgrade the international education of children and young people.
Schools have begun to place increased emphasis on non-western
studies and on cross-national or cross-cultural comparative stud-
ies. Many educators are stressing the importance of increasing the
intellectual honesty and objectivity of instruction about American
diplomatic history and practice. other societies., and international
affairs in general. New curriculum materials concerned with the
study of the international polity and the international economy are
being developed. Organizations such as the Center for War/Peace
Studies, the Institute for World Order and the Center for Teaching
International Relations. among others. have taken an increasingly
active role in working with educators to improve the quality of in-
ternational education. Teachers are evidencing a growing interest
in international relations and foreign policy as textbooks, collec-
tions of readings, simulations and other educational materials be-
come more available.

Our principal assumption in writing this book is that if inter-
national education is to continue to improve it is important that so-
cial studies educators become increasingly self-conscious about
the images of the world which underlie their teachingthat is,
their own world-view. In addition, it is important that they have an
understanding of the process of children's learning about the
world outside the United States. Neither being clear-headed about
our own world-view nor understanding the world-view of young
people, of course, is sufficient condition for continuing to improve
intermit education but we feel they are very helpful condi-
tions.

In Chapter 2 we review the current state of social science
knowledge about pre-adult international political learning. In
Chapter 3 we discuss alternative but not mutually exclusive ways
of viewing the world about which we teach youngsters. These
"world- views'' have roots in classic and contemporary scholarship
on international relations. Implicitly, they already form the basis
of much that is going on in international education. Finally, in

:41013



4 INTERNATIONAL LEARNING AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Chapter 4 we consider the problems and issues involved in sys-
tf matically designing world studies programs that try to take ac-
count of pre-adult international learning and alternative world-
views. The Appendix provides a bibliography on world studies
and a set of -Guidelines for World Studies.- These guidelines list
potential Gbjectives for world studies as well as include checklists
to assist teachers in choosing materials appropriate for their stu-
dents and community setting.

(
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TAPTER 2

Learning
about the World

Every individual's particular
configuration of poetical knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and values
is developed over a lifetime through a process of political learning.
Political learning begins in infancy, continues throughout life and
is cumulative. Thus, political learning builds on itself to produce,
at any point in time, the individual's particular set of ways of relat-
ing to politics. Through these the individual continues to engage
political learning and to further refine his or her political L.
havior.1

Political learning may occur formallyas when teachers lead
their classes in the pledge of allegiance or a leading junior high
school textbook asks students to "Write a short research paper on
agreements with other nations that the Soviet Union has broken."'
Or political learning may occur informally as when a teenager wit-
nesses a street scene involving a policeman, or a child observes the
teacher making an arbitrary decision about which members of the
class are eligible for the next field trip.

In this chapter we will consider current social science research
about children's and adolescents' international political learning,
for the political learning of pre-adults in the contemporary world
is not confined solely to learning about American national politics.
The world into which children have been cast is one in which the
political life of humankind is organized into many different types
of political systems at different levels of social organization. Much

5
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ii INTERNX1 IONAI. LEARNING; AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

like a cobweb these systems overlap and interpenetrate but are
distinguishable. Just as in the Middle Ages when individuals were
subjects of local fiefdoms, larger kingdoms and the Holy Roman
Empire, so today individuals are simultaneously members of sev-
eral overlapping and interpenetrating political systems. The typi-
cal American is thus a member ilisthe international political sys-
tem, the American national political system, and a variety of state
and local level political systems.

Children are exposed to the notion that there are different and
distinguishable levels of politics and government in a variety of
ways. In the elementary grades the social studies curriculum is
frequently compartmentalized into segments dealing with commu-
nity helpers and neighborhood life, the political history of the
United States, and world geography and history. At the high school
level, courses on such topics as local or state politics, national gov-
ernment, and world affairs further elaborate the idea that individ-
uals are members of several political systems. Outside of school,
for both children and adults, the mass-media regularly "sort' the
barrage of stimuli from the political environment into such cate-
gories as community affairs, local and state news, national news
and world news. In a study of high school seniors, Jennings found
that by the time they reach twelfth grade, American students are
aware of and readily able to distinguish among these various lev-
els of political life.'

As children develop they acquire political orientations toward
the events, institutions and processes associated with each of the
different political systems of which they are members. Thus, just
as they learn about local, state and national politics, children also
learn about international politics. They acquire political attitudes
not only toward policemen, the Presidency and the Congress, but
also toward the United Nations. Their knowledge of the political
world includes not only knowledge about "how a bill became a
law' but also about how nations negotiate with each other. Chil-
dren's schema of political values includes not only preferences re-
garding civil rights but also preferences toward war, peace and im-
perialism.

The political knowledge., beliefs, attitudes, and values children
develop toward global politics may be different from those they ac-
quire toward sub-global politics. For example, research suggests
that there may be a considerable difference in the attitudes chil-
dren develop toward domestic and international political conflict.
In a study of elementary school children, Hess and 'Forney discov-
ered that by eighth grade children had not yet fully recognized the
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LEARNING ABOUT THE WORLD 7

role of debate, disagreement and conflict in the operation of the
national political system.' On the other hand, in a study of children
aged nine to twelve, Targ found that by sixth grade children dis-
played a realpolitik international world-view wherein alliances
and war were seen as important, legal, but aggressive mechanisms
for promoting the "national interest" and the "balance of power."'

Differences such as these can apparently arise because the "ob-
ject of learning," the international system, seems so different from
the other political systemsnational, state and localwhich chil-
dren are exposed to and about which they are learning. Former
Secretary of State during the 1950s, John Foster Dulles, succinctly
described a few of the ways in which the international system dif-
fers from sub-global political systems. Dulles listed six character-
istics of national societies which he felt were largely absent in the
international system. These are:

1 Laws, written or unwritten, which reflect the moral judgment of the
community.

2. Political machinery to change these laws ... as conditions change....
3. An executive body to administer law.
4. Courts which settle disputes of a justiciable character in accordance

with the law.
5. Superior public force which deters violence by its ability to apprehend

and punish adequately any who breach or defy the law.
6. Well-being sufficient so that the people ... are not driven by depression

to follow ways of violence.'

Because of differences like these and others, the international
system apparently offers youngsters contact points of political
learning, and elicits roles and motivations which vary from those
offered by politics at national, state and local levels. Consequently,
the timing, sequence and content of youngsters' international po-
litical learning may differ from that of their political learning to-
ward politics at other sub-global levels. The office of President, for
example, stands as a highly visible, tangible representation of the
authority structure of the American national political system. In
their research with elementary school children, Easton and Den-
nis found that the Presidency offered children a personalized,
salient contact point which facilitated their acquiring attitudes to-
ward the national political system at a far earlier age than some
theories of child-do, elopment might have predicted.' The inter-
national system, on tft, other hand, lacks one or a few strategic in-
dividuals like the President who stand as meaningful, palpable
representations of the authority structure of international politics.
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8 INTERNATIONAL LEARNING AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Similarly, except in times of international crises, domestic polit-
ical events and issues are probably more likely to be seen by indi-
viduals as directly linked to their daily life-experiences than are
issues and events in the international environment Of course, in
an increasingly interdependent world we can question how accu-
rate this perception is. Nevertheless, questioning does not alter the
fact that, for most people, most of the time, domestic political is-
sues and events touch upon and activate a wider range of daily
rolessuch as student, housewife,, mayor, doctorthan do inter-
national events. In this way, the international system offers oppor-
tunities for political learning which vary in intensity, type, dura-
tion and quality from those offered by political systems at the sub -
global level.° -,

That children's international political learning may differ from
their learning about politics at the sub-global level is an important
point to keep in mind. For current research in political science on
political learning has by and large not investigated children's
learning about the world outside the United States. Hence, famil-
iarity with this research is not sufficient for a better understanding
of children's international learning. To gain greater insight into
young people's international learning we must consider a much
smaller group of rather disparate s'ldies, most of which were not
undertaken under the rubric of political socialization." But be-
fore we turn to this research, let us briefly consider why there
have not been more studies of children's international political
learning.

Research on Political Learning

Since 1959 research into children's political learning has in-
creased a great deal. While current research is not organized ac-
cording to any single, overarching theoretical model, most political
scientists have used the concept of political socialization to guide
their inquiries into children's political learning. The notion of po-
litical socialization is derived orimarily from the concept of social-
ization as used in anthropology, psychology and sociology.q In
these fields the core meaning of socialization can best be de-
scribed as that of induction, accommodation, inculcationin
short, that human learning directed toward the acquisition of the
prevailing norms, values, roles, and cognitions of society. Social-
ization thus refers to a limiting and shaping process through which
Individuals learn to become acceptable members of their so-
ciety.''"
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LEARNING ABOUT THE WORLD 9

Political socialization is the process by which an individual
gradually learns the political knowledge, attitudes, values and be-
haviors accepted and practiced by the ongoing political system.
just as people are socialized toward patterns of beliefs and behav-
iors acceptable to our culture regarding sex, marriage, drugs, work
and the likethey are socialized toward political life. The end to
which political socialization functions "is the deveiopment of indi-
viduals who are integrated into the political realm of their culture:
who accept the approved motives, habits and values relevant to
the political system of their society: who transmit these political
norms to future generations.""

Not all political learning, however, is political socialization. The
concept of political socializationlike all conceptshas directed
researchers' attention toward certain aspects of political learning
and away from others. It has focused attention on that part of polit-
ical learning related to the acquisition of the knowledge, attitudes,
values and skills necessary for the persistence of the ongoing polit-
ical system. In so doing, it has helped political scientists to better
understand an important facet of the human condition:, namely,
the regularities of human politics through time and space. How-
ever, the concept of political socialization has directed research-
ers' attention away from investigating political learning which is
unorthodox and does not conform to the prevailing political cul-
ture. As a result, the current body of research on political social-
ization is not very useful in helping us to understand how and why
political systems change, and how and why some individuals do
not acquire political orientations acceptable to the political system
of their society.

Political socialization, then, refers to the induction of individ-
uals into the prevailing political culture. As a result, it has natu-
rally drawn attention to political learning about national political
life and away from political learning relevant to the other levels of
political life. Thus, the great bulk of political socialization re-
search has investigated such topics as the development of chil-
dren's knowledge and attitudes toward the Presidency and the
Congress: the transmission of political party identification from
parents to children, children's attitudes toward voting in national
elections and their sense of trust and efficacy regarding national
politics. Hence, in an era of expanding megatonnage and increas-
ing globalization of the human condition, there has been relatively
little research on children's and adolescents' international politi-
cal learning. The tendency of the current research to concentrate
upon one type of political learning (political socialization) at one
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In IN'IERNATIONAI. LEARNING AND INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

level of political life (national politics) is understandable, yet re-
grettable. For our knowledge of the full richness and complexity of
pre-adult political learning has suffered as a consequence.

Learning about the World during
Childhood and Adolescence

When we think of the world as an object of political learning, it
is natural to ask what aspects of the global system children learn
about: what do they learn, and what are their primary sources of
information and ideas about the international system. One can
think about something as vast and complex as the international
system in and number of ways. From the standpoint of the political
life of the international system, perhaps the single most important
type of actors in the modern world are the political communities
we customarily call nation-states or countries. These are collec-
tions of people occupying a geographically bounded piece of the
Earth's surface who are subject to a common set of political au-
thorities. The surface of the planet is now a patchwork of well over
one hundred such entities. We will begin by considering how and
what young people learn about their own nation and other nations.

Development of a Sense of National Identity

How and when do children come to identify with their own na-
tion? In 1951 the noted learning theorist Jean Piaget studied Swiss
children's (ages 4 to 15) developing conceptions of their nation-
state. He concluded that until they are five or six, children see
themselves as the center of the social world and are relatively un-
aware of their broader environment." Not until they reach ten or
eleven do children conceive of their nation as a distinct entity and
correctly perceive its relationship to their town and state.

Piaget also found that very young children display no consistent
attachments beyond their immediate family. Increasingly with
age,, however, children begin to show preferences for their own
nation and to see it as terra patria. This feeling is apparently based
upon their ability to understand the relationship between their
place of birth and residence, and their country. Finally, by ages 10
and 11 children had "more or less adjusted to certain collective
ideals of the national community" and preferred their own nation
to other countries. In essence, they had become Swiss.

Thus learning to become Swiss or American or Russian, for that
matter, ma depend upon the development of children's general
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LEARNING AI301'1 THE WORLD

Tablet
The Development of Children's National Identity

From Jahoda Study

11

Age 6-7
(Grades 1-2)

Age 8-9
(Grades 3-4)

Age 10-11
(Grades 5-6)

Rudimentary concept of
home country

Fails to understand
"foreign
Can name few, if any
other countries
No coherent space/time
orientations

Concept of home country
established

Understands "foreign

Can name other countries

Partial space/time
orientation emerging

Geographical and historical
concepts in the stricter sense
are beginning to be
mastered
Political and economic
ideas make their
appearance

N for this study was 144 children interviewed for 45 minutes each Data collected in 1962

logical abilities. In a series of studies with Scottish children Jahoda
amplified upon this idea by demonstrating that the development of
national identity also corresponds to children's ability to make
spatial and geographic distinctions." And as Table I indicates this
ability is apparently well developed in children by at least ten or
eleven and in some cases even earlier.

In a study of 12,000 American elementary school children con-
ducted in the early 1960s, Hess and Torney found children pass
through three stages or phases on the road to developing a sense of
national loyalty and identity."

In the first stage, before grade two, children develop strong, pos-
itive attachments to their country and a sense of "we" for the
United States and "they- for other countries. Their initial identifi-
cation with the nation apparently has little cognitive content. In-
stead., symbols of the nation like the flag and the Statue of Liberty
function as important objects through which "feelings of attach-
ment can be socialized."

In the second stage children's concepts of their nation "acquire
cognitive substance., including abstract qualities and ideological
c intent." Positive feelings about the United States become focused
upon qualities of the American political process such as 'free-
dom" and "the right to vote" which "distinguish it most clearly
from other countries." Table II (p. 12) illustrates how as children
age, aspects of American ideology and the political process be-
come focal points of their attachment to America.
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Table II
"What Makes You Most Proud To Bean American?"

From Hess and Torney Study,

Concrete/Material Aspects Ideological Features

Grade Americans Are
Generous

America Has
Beautiful Parks

Americans Vote
for Leaders

Americans
Have Freedom

2
3

4

5
6

7

8

32%
22

14

10
9

5

3

37%
30

22
13

8

4
4

24%
35

47
65
72

82
84

52%
76

86
92
94

96
96

N for each grade range tram 1640 to 1786 Each student was to choose two aspects Data collected in
1962

In the final stage America "is seen as part of a larger, organized
system of countries" and children develop a relatively mature per-
speck% e about other nations and relations with and among them.
13 this stage children have established a stable, highly positive at-
titude toward their nation which is basic to their future learning
about politics.

Thus, while the process is complex and not yet fully understood,
it is clear that the growth of children's attachment to their own na-
tion starts early. proceeds rapidly (especially between the ages of
six and ten( and culminates in the acquisition of highly positive na-
tional sentiments on the part of most children. In some ways this
process may be analogous to the development of sense of self.
Developing a sense of self is predicated upon an awareness of oth-
ers and their expectations towards one's behavior Identification
with one's own country ("we) may be predicated upon an aware-
ness of other countries ("they'") and the identification of peoples in
those countries.'" Strange as it sounds, stereotyping may also play a
role in the process. Since young children lack the ability to logi-
cally organize, their socio-political environment they use stereo-
tt pit, thinking to first identify the salient characteristics of their
own group and then. subsequently., to undorstand foreign
peoples."

Orientations toward Otter Nations and Peoples

Flow do children and adolescents view other nations and peo-
ples? As we will see momentarily. the answer to thislquestion is
"negati el- if the other nations and peoples are Communist or
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Communist-affiliated For the single most prominent conclusion to
be drawn from the rather disparate set of available studies on the
topic is that American children of the late 1950s and the 1960s were
socialized into hostile and suspicious attitudes toward America's
-cold war enemies.- With a relaxation of tension between the
United States and Russia and China currently underway we can
hypothesize that the pattern of young Americans' attitudes toward
these nations and their allies will change Verification of the hy-
pothesis will have to await further research but the reader need
not wait for that. Rather, you can "test" this hypothesis by asking
your own students the types of questions reported upon here and
comparing your results with those described below.

Younger children's orientations toward other nations may not be
as subject to the sort of ideological concern just discussed as those
of older children jahoda found that while the 6- to 9-year-olds he
studied were prone to judge countries similar to the home country
faorably and to he "patronizing, if not hostile- to nations seen as
strange, these judgments were not based on political /economic
considerations. As Table III indicates, however. older children
were more likely to justify their prefer(' ices on ideological
grounds."

Which national groups do children find especially attractive and
desirable? In a study of children from eleven countries Lambert
and Klineherg found that American children would most like to he
British. Canadian or Italian if they were not American. As for the

Table Ill
Development of Children's Orientations Toward Other Nations

From Jahoda Study

Ages 6-7
(Grades 1.2)

Ages 8-9
(Grades 3.4)

Ages 10-11
(Grades 5.6)

LIKES Preferences governed
by appeal of the unusu
at in the physical en-
vironment or by snatch
es of concrete detail
fortuitously acquired

More familiar countries
liked and characterized
in terms of trite clichés

Preferences justified in
terms of the positive
characteristics of the
inhabitants

Ages 6.7
(Grades 1.2)

Ages 8.9
(Grades 3.4)

Ages 10-11
(Grades 5.6)

DISLIKES Presumed fleeting
negative assocation
established with names
of particular places or
countries the sole
exception concerns
Germany related to
the war

Either former enemy
countries or -strange'
places formerly attrac-
live but now rejected
because of misconcep-
lions about their in
habitants, e g , Africa,
India

Follow the lines of the
contemporary East-
West cleavage and are
justified by conven-
tional adult cold war
arguments. e g .
Russia, China

N for this study was 144 children ,nleh,ewed for 45 minutes each Data collected in 1962
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least desirable nationalities, the younger American children inter-
viewed chose Chinese. Russian, German, Indian and Japanese
with equal frequency. By age 14, however. Russia very clearly he-
(.ame the first choice with Africa a clear second as least liked. Lam-
bert and Klineherg offer an interesting interpretation for their
findings, stating that

American children, who are taught to view their nation as first in
peace and first in war capability, find it difficult to choose to he any
other nationality, whereas choosing what not to be is far less difficult.
The choice of Africans by a fairly large percentage of the children
might he interpreted as some sort of generalization from prejudice to-
ward the American Negro. Evaluative descriptions in this case stress
the bad, aggressive, different, dominated, and uncultured features of
undesirable peoples, with dominated becoming the major theme at
age 14, paralleling growth in the political content of their responses

. American children appear to he concerned wth political domina-
tion w hen choosing the Russian nationality as undesirable, and with
cultural and environmental backwardness when choosing the Afri-
can,

In a study of fourth-, fifth- and sixth-grade Midwestern children,
Targ discovered that as children grow older they increasingly see
the United States as "strong." and Russia and China as "impor-
tant,"-" Small changes were noted with respect to their beliefs
about Canada. As Table IV shows, older children (grade six) also
rated the United States more positively than did younger children.
Conversely, they rated China and Russia more negatively. Again,
ratings of Canada remained constant.

Targ argues that children's attitudes and beliefs toward Russia
and China represent their socialization in an adult "cold war

Table IV
Children's Attitudes Toward Russia and China

From Targ Study

Item

Age 9

(Grade 4)

Age 10

(Gradu 5)

Age 11

(Grade 6)

United States is strong 83% 87% 92%

"BELIEFS" Soviet Union is important 58 69 81

China is important 5t 62 74

United States is good 76% 90% 93%

EVALU- Canada is good 91 95 98

UATIONS" Soviet Union is good 47 32 22

China is good 49 22 16

N study was 244 Data coSeVed in 1967
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Table V
Children's Images of Russia

From Hess and Torney Pilot Study

15

Question Grade Yes
Don't
Know No

Russians are poorer than Americans 47% 14% 39%
6 65 16 19
8 66 18 16

In Russia people are forced to vote 4 55 31 14
for whomever the Communists out up 6 85 11 4

8 77 16 6

In Communism everybody works 'or 4 31 36 32
the government, not for themselves 6 77 16 6

8 74 18 8

N's for each grade range from 98 to 195 Data collected in 1961

dialogue, transmitted through home, school and media." On the
other hand, their consistently positive orientations toward Canada
probably reflect the fact that American children do not receive
many negative messages regarding Canada from their environ-
ment. Hence. unlike their attitudes toward Russia and China, they
maintain their initial positive evaluation of Canada.

As shown in Table V, Torney found the majority of children
agreed "with the commonly presented image of Russia (lack of
freedom particularly in voting choice, less wealth, and govern-
ment control)." In addition, in the best tradition of "know thine
enemy." the children had 'quite accurate ideas about the relation-
ship between communism and Russia" with 41(h of the fourth
graders and 91' r of the eighth graders disagreeing with the state-
ment that "All forei;_in countries are Communist." Further of
the fourth graders and 92' of the eighth graders disagreed with
the statement that All Communists are Russian.",,

As for their attitudes toward Communism, the majority of chil-
dren agreed with both the statement that the "Communists want to
take over our counto," and the even more loaded statement that
"We can never relax as long as there are any Communists in our
country.' Most children at all grades (four to eight) also agreed
that "It is not the Russian people who are our enemies:, rather it is
the men who rule Russia." This attitude may represent a way for
children to displace aggressive feelings upon a small group while
prescribing friendliness and tolerance for the majority of the
people.-

A stuck conducted by Glenn in 1969 suggests that children's atti-
tudes toward Communism had not changed as much as might have
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Figure 1
American Children's Trust in Other Countries

From Glenn Study

Item Grade % Agree
21111117

Other countries can never trust the United States 411110
6E1E23
208

The United States can never trust other countries 4012
606
210464:0400 .4

The United States can never trust Communist countries 4r777777-"-17164
N's for each grade range from 58 to 73

been expected between the late 1950s and late 1960s (see Figure 1).
Glenn concluded that

. most children felt the United States could trust other countries
and, more than any other nation, the United States was worthy of
being trusted. Most children also believed that communist countries
could not be trusted. Suburban children felt more positive about
trusting other countries than did rural and inner-city children Ibutl
... Differences between rural and inner -city children were slight."

Glenn also found a sharp decline between second and sixth
grade in the number of children who did not know what the word
"Communist" meant. Sixty percent of the second graders in-
dicated the did not know what the word meant whereas only 8e7(
of the sixth graders indicated the same. He concluded that "the
child's understanding of this particular word takes place sometime
between the fourth and sixth grades and that this understanding
encompasses highly negative feelings."

Older children and children from the suburban schools in the
Glenn studs tended to he more favorable in their feelings of ac-
ceptance of foreign children than %%ere younger children, and chil-
dren from the rural and inner-cit schools. These findings are con-
sistent with Jahoda's, who found lower-class children had more
negate:e attitudes toward foreigners than middle and upper-class
children. The are also consistent with those of I less and Tornev.

the reported older children saw governmental leaders
rather than the people of a particular nation as responsible for the

a i countr acted toward the United States. In making d dis-
tinction. then. between leaders of a nation and people in general
children ma displace their aggressk e feelings on a small lead-
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ership group while still ascribing friendliness and tolerance to the
majority of a nation's people.

Susi)t ion and anxiety toward Communist nations may not be
confined only to American oungsters In 1967 Morrison studied
the attitudes of British secondary school students toward East-
West relations and the "cold war.'1 His results were derived from
the students' ratings of "NI Country- (England). "China." "Rus-
sia,- "Christianity" and "Communism.- Both boys and
girls rated their own country and the United States higher than
Russia and China. Si milarl "Christiamt- was rated much higher
than "Communism.-

Probing deeper into their concept of Communism, Morrison
asked students to define Communism and tell wh some people
disliked it. Over 40' r of the students couched their answers in
ideological terms. characteristically describing Communism as
atheistic and opposed to Christian teaching and churches. Twenty -
five per cent defined Communism as an authoritarian form of gov-
ernment and another 25' employ ed broader socio-political con-
cepts like classless societ and social equality in their definitions.

A final source of data on children's and oung people's per-
ceptions of other nations comes from a study by Beyer and
Hicks " The sought to assess American seventh and twelfth grad-
ers' stereotypes and knowledge about major areas of thc, world. in-
cluding Africa. Their data show oung people associated images of
disease and poverty with Asia and Africa. Russia. how eer,, had
the most clearly negati . e images associated with it and the stu-
dents' images of Russia had a particularly political character not
found with respect to other areas of the world (Table V1).

The students' knowledge about Africa was ver limited. Stu-
dents did most poorly on the questions relating to the, history of Af-

Table VI
Students Images of Russia
From Beyer and Hicks Study

Grade 7 Grade 12
Stimulus Term (12 years old) (17 years old)
Enemy 68 2% 75,6%
Dictatorship 46 4 70 0
Cold 46 3 81 6
Socialism 57 7
Violence 36 7 26 2
Powerful 28 ;)
Strange 25 8

Hess than 25", of students associated term with Russia N are 845 for Grade 7 and 794 for Grade
12 Data collected in 1968
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rica before European penetration and best on the questions deal-
ing with economic development; trade and products. Students
from rural areas had lower scores than students from cities or sub-
urbs. The study suggests that students may actually be learning
misinformation about Africa rather than simply not learning any
information at all. The source of students' misconceptions and lack
of information about Africa, according to the authors, lies in the
images of Africa presented by curriculum materials and the mass
media.

Orientations toward the United Nations

Nation-states are not the only territorial groups into which we
can think of humankind as being divided. Regional groups and or-
ganizations are of growing importance in the modern world. Per-
haps the most well-known of these to Americans is the region com-
prising the European Common Market. For many purposes Black
Africa also constitutes a territorial region as does Latin America.

Other important types of actors in the internationar system are
large decision-making organizations. While national governments
are probably the single most important decision-making units that
make up the planet's organizational ecology, they by no means mo-
nopolize the scene. In the United States, for example, many state
and local governments become active in foreign affairs by sending
representatives abroad on foreign trade missions. In addition to
national and sub-national governments there are an increasing
number of international decision-making organizations and inter-
governmental organizations.

Perhaps the most well-known non-governmental decision-mak-
ing organizations that span national boundaries and have a sub-
stantial impact on our daily lives are international business firms.
Such multinational enterprises as Olivetti, IBM, Royal Dutch/
Shell and Nestle are important actors in global politics. They have
budgets which exceed the gross national product of all but a hand-
ful of the Earth's contemporary nation-states. In addition to multi-
national corporations, there are more than a thousand other inter-
natiooal non-governmental organizations. Most of these organiza-
tions are composed of private or unofficial groups in different
countries which have formed joint organizations to promote some
common interest. They reflect religious, fraternal, scientific, busi-
ness, artistic and humanitarian interests that cannot be bounded
by the geography of the nation-state system.

Although there are lever inter-governmental international orga-
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nizations they are perhaps more familiar to most of us. The most
conspicuous example of such organizations is the United Nations.
In addition to the United Nations there are a number of other in-
ter-governmental organizations such as the World Health Organi-
zation, the International Atomic Energy Agency,, the International
Labor Organization and the International Monetary Fund which
have their own staff, budget and headquarters. The globe is encir-
cled by an expanding grid of these organizations which cuts across
the boundaries of nation-states and links national governments.

Unfortunately, research on young people's international orien-
tations has chosen the nation-state almost without exception as the
focal point of analysis. Thus, other important actions in the inter-
national system have not generally come within the purview of
such analysis. Some research has been conducted on the United
Nations, however, and it is to these data that we presently turn.

Children are aware of the United Nations and have some under-
standing of it as a political entity at an early age. Zurick, in a study
of children 8 through 12 years of age from British Columbia, found
that 58% of the 8-year-olds and 91% of the 9-year-olds in his
sample had "heard of the United Na ions."'6 The majority of the
children saw the role of the United Nations as helping hungry chil-
dren and making peace. Sex differences appeared in that twice as
many boys as girls "perceived the United Nations politically,
while more girls combine affective and objective descriptions of
the United Nations into one."

Children's early awareness of the United Nations as a political
organization is further evidenced by Targ's findings. Sixty-nine
percent of the fourth gravers in his sample and 65% and 76% of
fifth and sixth graders respectively agreed that "the United Na-
tions has most nations in the world as members." These children
also saw a political role for the United Nations, with the great ma-
jority agreeing that the "United Nations discusses world prob-
lems." Per grade, 11% to 22% of the children were more aware of
the functions of the United Nations ("discusses world problems")
than were aware of its organizational membership and structure
("most nations ... as members").

Hess and Torney found that while children remembered dis-
cussing the United Nations "more than most other issues" on a list
given to them, "they did not take sides in these discussions, prob-
ably because the United Nations is not presented as a con-
troversial issue in the schools." They also found that while about
45% of the children believed the United States "ought to help the
United Nations a lot more than we do now," only 35% thought the
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Table VII
Attitudes Toward the United Nations as a Force for Peace in 196' and 1969

From Hess and Torney and Remy Data

Hess and Torney (1962) Remy (1969)+

Grade
United Nations
Keeps Peace

United States
Keeps Peace

Don't
Know

United Nations
Keeps Peace

United States
Keeps Peace

Don't
Know

2 14 4% 70 7% 14 9%
3 27 3 62 3 10.3

4 48 9 40 2 109 337% 20 5% 45.8%

5 68 2 27 3 45
6 78.8 16.5 4.7 70 7 16.4 12 9

7 84.6 125 29
8 86 9 102 28 61.9 12 4 25.8

10 58 3 94 324
12 44 3 14 8 40.9

'Ns are from 1630 to 1786 per grade, +N's are from 83 o 116 per grade

United Nations should have more power than all its member coun-
tries.

What do children think of the United Nations as a force for
peace in the world? In 1962 Hess and Torney asked children
whether they thought the United Nations or the United States did
more to keep peace in the world. Remy asked a smaller group of
children the same question seven years later in 1969. Table VII
suggests that young peoples' attitudes toward the United Nations
may he changing.

The 1962 data show that as children grow older they increasingly
see the United Nations as more important than the United States
in keeping peace. Very few children responded that they did not
know which did more to keep the peace. The data collected in 1969
present a different picture. From sixth grade on there is a steadily
decreasing percentage of students who see the United Nations as
doing more to keep the peace. On the other hand, there is a stead-
ily increasing number of students who express uncertainty
(through a "don't know" response) about the relative peace-
keeping roles of the United Nations and United States.

Recalling the different dates at which these data were collected,
we might speculate that the glamour of the United Nations has
been somewhat tarnished by the growing sophistication of Ameri-
can youngsters and an increasingly apparent public image of the
impotence of the United Nations as a force for world stability. In
the early 1960s the charismatic Dag Hammarskjold was Secretary
General of the United Nations and the organization was under as-
sault by Soviet leadership. The United Nations Organization was
portrayed in the popular media as the center stage for the conflict
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between Communism and Democracy. There was considerable
television coverage at that time of dramatic joustings between the
shoe-banging Khrushchev and the reasoned responses of urbane
Western diplomats such as Macmillan. Stevenson and Lodge. The
Russians' vigorous "nyets''' were consistently met by the positive
presentations of security, disarmament and peace put forward by
the Eisenhower and Kennedy delegates. However, with the in-
creasing difficulties of the United States to muster a majority in the
United Nations in the mid-1960s and downgrading of the glam-
orous aspects of the United Nations as a force for world peaceas
witnessed by the shift in American personnel there from telegenic
personalities to more prosaic politicians and diplomatsmedia
coverage correspondingly declined as did the salience of the Orga-
nization in the public mind.

Additional information on attitudes toward the United Nations
comes from the International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Attainment's 1971 survey of 3,000 American students
ages 14 and 17. In this study Torney found that American students
perceive the major activities of the United Nations relatively accu-
rately. For example, 65"h of the students knew that the United
Nations' responsibilities inducted assistance to underdeveloped
nations and keeping peace but did not include responsibility for
custom duties, passports or the imposition of taxes i the United
States. On the other hand, these survey data indicated the United
Nations was not an institution about which students have exten-
sive knowledge, a clearly developed image or strong positive feel-
ings)?

A final source of data on the United Nations comes frrm the Pur-
due Opinion Panel surveys of high school students. The Measure-
ment and Research Center at Purdue University has been con-
ducting surveys of stratified national samples of high school
students (grades ten,, eleven, twelve) regularly since 1941. Several
of their surveys have contained questions regarding the United
Nations. The questions and the students' responses are presented
in Table VIII (p. 22).

The students' answers reveal a moderate but consistent positive
orientation toward the United Nations among American youth.
This consistent, generally positive attitude toward the United Na-
tions is probably reflective of the favorable attitude among the
general adult population toward American participation in the or-
ganization. At no time since 1946 have more than one out of eight
Americans thought the United States should withdraw from the .

United Nations. Since the mid 1950s the number has ranged be-
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Table VIII
High School Sturtents' Attitudes Toward the United Nations

Adapted from Purdue Opinion Panel Poll Data (0 Purdue Research Foundation,
1949, 1951, 1963, 1966, 1971)

Poll/Year Question

22/1949

69/1963
90,1971

30/1951

90/1971

90/1971

(1) The U N should have the right to make decisions which would bind all members to a
course of action

Agree Disagree Don't Know

50% 21% 29%
(78)* (12) (10)

47 27 22

(2) The United Nations should have the right to make decisions which would bind all mem-
bers to a course of action

Definitely Undecided Undecided Definitely
Agree Probably Agree Probably Disagree Disagree

32 27 20 17

(3) Some important organizations in the U S have objected to flying the United Nations flag
above the U S flag Do you agree or disagree with them,

kiree Disagree_ee Don't Know

28 55 17

14) The United Nations should be strengthened and given the power to control the armed
forces of all nations, including those of the U S

Definitely Undecided Undecided Definitely
Agree Probably Agree Probably Disagree Disagree

_ _ _ _ _________
22 18

__
22 34

(5) The U S should be willing to give up some of its national power and independence to the
United Nations in the interests of a better world

Definitely Undecided Undecided Definitely
Agree Probably Agree Probably DiSagree Disagree

19 25 25 29

*College graduates

tween only one out of sixteen and one out of twenty-one. Even dur-
ing the Korean War when there was considerable public frustra-
tion with the lack of United Nation:, support for American actions
in Korea, only 10',', of the public considered the organizatim of
"no use at all and only 6', maintained that the United States
should not "try to make the United Nations a success." Since then
the figures on those two questions have ranged only from 3 to 7Ch
and 2 to 4',, respectively."

For both United Nations questions (2) and (5) above, students re-
porting grades as "excellent" were more likely to approve of pro-
posals to increase the decision-making powers of the United Na-
tions than students reporting lower grades. Additionally, students
whose, future plans involved military training were more likely to
favor restricting the authority of the United Nations (Questions 2
and 5) than students who planned to attend college.'" These find-
ings seem congruent with research on adults which finds isolation-
ist attitudes more frequently expressed among the less educated
than the more educated.'"
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Orientations toward the United States
as an International Actor

In international affairs there are few well-developed moral and
legal controls over what countries can and cannot do. Tradition-
ally, nations have been seen as sovereign actors whose behavior is
not limited by the same kind of restraints that are present in do-
mestic situations. Given this backdrop, what role do children and
young people see the United States playing in the international
system?

Torney found a majority of fourth-, sixth- and eighth-grade
children saw the United States as seeking to take a helpful and
peaceful role in the world." Over 60% of these children agreed
that "America tries to prevent wars more than any other country."
Similarly, high percentages responded yes to the question: "Amer-
ica helps people in other countries more than anybody else."
Somewhat surprisingly, the majority of children also felt that the
United States should take a friendly role toward the soviet Union.
Over 60% of them at each grade level agreed with the statement
that "The United States ought to try to make friends with Red
China and Russia."

Do young children see America as the world's leader? Torney
finds that only 28(,', of the fourth graders, 27'/ of the sixth graders
and 39% of the eighth graders queried agreed with the statement
that "America is the leader of the world." Further,, similarly luw
numbers of children felt that the United States was either the
strongest country in the world or controlled the world. While 50%
of the third graders in the sample agreed with the statement "It is
all right for the government to lie to another country if the lie pro-
tects the American people, only 25'h of the eighth graders did so.
Thus, it appears that older children are more likely to apply
stricter limits on state action than are younger children.

Targ found that "children increasingly saw the utility of United
States interaction with other nations but were less supportive of
policies that would relate to trust of other nations and dis-
armament." While the great majority felt the United States
"should deal with other countries," they expressed a much less
positive, internationalist orientation when asked whether the
United States should trust other countries, agree with the Russians
and Chinese to disarm and "do what most countries say we should
in the United Nations."

Beyond these data there is little currently available information
on younger children's orientations toward their nation as a partici-
pant in the international system. For young people of high school
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age there are some data available from the Purdue Opinion Poll
which can help us gain a picture of adolescents' attitudes toward
the international environment and America's role in it. Questions
from the Purdue Polls are presented in Table IX.

When Communism is involved the students consistently see the
role of the United States in the international system as an active
one. Thus, the catalyst for favorable student attitudes toward
American intervention appears to be engaged by Communist in-
trusion into the world environment. In 1966, for instance, the ma-
jority of students preferred military means to reorganize Vietnam-
ese society to secure it from Communism rather than favoring a
free election, referring the matter to the United Nations or with-
drawing militarily (Questions 1 and 2). In 1971, at the height of
public disenchantment with America's continuing involvement
in Vietnam, 53c/c of the students were generally in agreement
with the statement that "The U.S. should intervene when the Com-
munists attempt to take over an Asian country" (Question 3). Com-
munist presence in distant lands seems to override the generalized
penchant for prudence expressed in Question (4) where 40% of
the students definitely agree and 25% "probably agree" that the
"United States should remain neutral in the event of violent politi-
cal actions in newly emerging countries." Thus, the appearance of
"Red China" in Question (5) appears to stimulate American stu-
dents to take issue with the proposed diplomatic acknowledge-
ment of the mainland Chinese. Only 15% definitely agree that the
United States should recognize "Red China," and 30% definitely
disagree. The negative images of and hostile attitudes toward Rus-
sia, Communism and the East found so consistently in the studies
of elementary-age children reviewed earlier also seemed to be
present here.

While perceptions of the right of the United States to intervene
in the affairs of other nations seem Machiavellian, such attitudes
may not be confined to American stuticts. Morrison asked British
secondary school students to choose which course of action the
United States should take in each of the three following situations:

(1) The signing of a nuclear test ban treaty by the U.S.A. and Russia. The
choice lay between strictly adhering to the treaty, or pretending to do
so whilst attempting tocarry on further secret testing.

(2) A civil wai between communist and non-communist sides in a small
but important countr. The-choice lay between intervention or non-in-
tervention.

(3) A ver serious quarrel between the U.S.A. and Russia. The choice lay
between declaring war or not
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Table IX
Students' Attitudes Toward the

United States as an International Actor
Adapted from Purdue Opinion Panel Poll Data

(©Purdue Research Foundation, 1949, 1951,1963, 1986, 1971)

Poll/Year Question
77/1966

77/1966

90/1971

90/1971

90/1971

90/1971

90/1971

(1) If a peace conference in Viet Nam provided for free elections Ma' could result in Corn-
muasts being part of the Vietnamese government, would you favor such an arrange-
ment or not'

Would 17%
Uncertain, probably would 10
Uncertain, probably would not 18
Weald not 56

(2) If our opponents in Viet Nam ref use to negotiate. what should be the U S policy?

Withdraw all military forces 9%
Continue to build up armed

forces indefinitely 30
Maintain our current strength

as a holdino force 34
Refer the whole matter to the

United Nations for decision 26

(3) The U S should intervene when the Communists attempt to take over an Asian country

Definitely agree 25%
Undecided, probably agree 28
Undecided. probably disagree 22
Definitely disagree 21

(4) The U S should remain neutral in the event of violent political actions in newly emerging
countries

Definitely agree 40%
Undecided, probably agree 25
Undecided orobably disagree 19
Definitely disagree 14

(5) The U S should give legal recognition to the government of Red China

Definitely agree 15%
Undecided, probably agree 21
Undecided. probably disagree 29
Definitely disagree 30

(6) Over the next decade we must try to make the standard of living in the rest of the world
rise more rapidly than in our own country

Definitely agree 18%
Undecided, probably agree 26
Undecided, probably disagree 26
Definitely disagree 28

(7) Political and military affairs of European countries are no ousiness of the U S.
Definitely agree 19%
Undecided probably agree 16
undecided, probably disagree 25
Definitely disagree 35

Approximately 75' of the students felt the United States should
carry on further secret atomic tests on the rationale that Russia
would do the same. In response to situation 2),, two-thirds of the
students favorPd American intervention in the civil war on the
grounds tha' tunmunism must he contained. The one-third oppos-
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ing American intervention did so on the pragmatic grounds that it
would lead to an escalation of the conflict, a prophetic set of re-
sponses given the American experience in Vietnam. As one might
expect, over 80' , of the British students did not want the United
States to declare war on Russia with the principal reasoning being
fear of mutual destruction.

The Purdue Poll data in Table IX further indicate that neither
the opportunity to ''raise the standard of living of the rest of the
world- (Question 6) nor the closer cultural and geographical ties
of Europe (Question 7) elicits as interventionist a posture in stu-
dents as did the questions about Communist threats to distant
Asian lands. Thus, qiply 18', of the students agreed that the United
States over the next decade should try to raise the living standard
of the rest of the world (Question 6), a response congruent with
some additional data to be presented momentarily. Only 19% defi-
nitely agree that the internal political and military structure of Eu-
rope is an important area of American involvement, that is, the
"business"' of the United States (Question 7).

Additional evidence on young people's perceptions of the
proper role of the government in solving international social prob-
lems comes from data collected by Remy and Nathan from a na-
tional sample of high school seniors.'' These data allow us to com-
pare students' attitudes toward the government's role
internationally with their attitudes toward the government's role
at home.

As Table X shows, students favor an active role for the govern-
ment in solving domestic social problems at the same time that
they favor a less active and generous role for the state inter-
nationally. Thus, 90': agreed that the government "has a responsi-
bility to try to reduce unemployment" and 89% agreed that the
govehment "has a responsibility to try to do away with poverty in
this country." While well over a majority of the students (66%) still
gave an "active" response to Question (6), the number drops con-
siderably when the mythological and symbolic issues of individ-
ualism and self-government explicitly enter the question. In their
favorable attitude toward national government programs to ac-
complish social objectives, the students are reflective of preceding
generations of Americans."

As for role of the state internationally,, considerably lower per-
centages of the students favor an active role. Only 54r2 agree that
the "United States should give help to foreign countries even if

they are not as much against (' immunism as we are." The loose
Communist reference present in the question apparently does not

MOB'. ';
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Table X
Student Attitudes Toward the Government as an Actor

Nationally and Internationally
From Remy and Nathan Data

% Giving Active
International Role Responses

(1) The United States should give help to foreign countries even if
they are not as much against Communism as we are 54

(2) We shouldn't think so much in international terms but should con-
centrate more on our own national problems and building up our
strength and prosperity here at home 30

(3) The United States should give economic help to the poorer coun-
tries of the world even if they can't pay for It 52

National

(4) The Federal Government has a responsibility to try to reduce
unemployment 90

(5) The Federal Government has a responsibility to try to do away
with poverty in this country 89

(6) Social problems here in this country could be solved more effec-
tively if the government would only keep its hands off and let
people in local communities handle their own problems in their
own ways 66

Ns range from 1270 to 1345 Data collected ,n 1971

evoke the national security bias discussed earlier. A similar per-
centage of the sample (52( J agreed that the government "should
give economic help to the poorer countries of the world even if
they can't pay for it." When the young people are forced to directly
choose as in Question (2) between domestic and foreign ex-
penditure, their enthusiasm for I.( reign aid is somewhat dimin-
ished and only WI, respond in active" terms.

Upon reflection, it is not altogether surprising that young people
should feel differently about the extent to which the government
should take an active role in solving domestic and international so-
cial problems. A Seventeen magazine national poll of 2000 young
people between the ages of fourteen and twenty-two also reflects
the persistence of this domestic "activist" orientation.14 Eighty per-
cent of the Seventeen national sample expressed the opinioa that
the government was not spending "enough" for "helping the
poor." Similarly, 66', felt the government was not spending
"enough" for "medical research and/or care" and 69', felt 'not
enough" was being spent for "education." When the issue moved
to the question of government spending for the ''Indo -China war,'''
"missile defense systems" and the "space program," only ,Ii, , 9',
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and 6' , respectik ely thought the government was not spending
enough.

Thus, it appears that it is much less complicated for young
people to make the closure between self-interest and munificence
in regard to domestic society than in regard to international so-
ciety,. When young people are forced to choose between family
and friends and the safety of their nation, they choose, on the Sev-
enteen poll, their family. Thus between the obvious well-being of
their nation and the less-defined ingredients of interest and ideal-
ism that must be used to evaluate foreign aid, young people, not
unnaturally, give domestic society their first priority.

Orientations toward War and Peace

In any society or soci 11 system, and certainly in one as vast and
complex as the global system, there are a number of important so-
cial processes through which such values as health, money, natu-
ral resources and the like are allocated, In addition to the pro-
cesses of foreign policy decision-making, these include inter-
nation conflict, collaboration, integration, trade, immigration, com-
munication, transportation and cultural diffusion, While all these
constitute important way s in which nations and other international
actors interact with one another, studies of children have focused
almost exclusively on their attitudes toward war and peace.'' It is
to these studies that A e now turn.

How do children conceptualize war? Cooper found that coher-
ent statements about war first appeared in English children
around six or seven. By seven and eight children had "well-de-
fined" ideas about what war is.'h Younger children's images of war
were concerned with the concrete aspects and objects of war such
as guns, ships and airplanes. Older children's war imagery was fo-
cused on the consequences of warfighting, killing and dying.

The fact that younger children think of war in terms of processes
and older children in terms of consequences may be a result of
societal expectations.'- That is, younger children are not expected
to be "too mature" and he concerned about the consequences of
war but older children are,

In studying Swedish children, Rosen also found that as they
grow older children define war in terms of the conflict underlying
it. This ability to perceive the disagreements behind war is prob-
ably a function of cognitive development. That is, as children
mature their capability in reciprocal reasoningthe ability to take
or see the position of the other sideincreases.
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Children's imagery of war is much richer than their imagery of
peace. The primary image of peace for younger children appears
to be that of inactivity or tranquility corresponding to a state of
mind or inner peace. Thus, Cooper, Alvik, Rosell and Haavelsrud
in separate studies all found that younger children (12 years and
under) see peace as simply the absence of war rather than as a so-
cial activity or process of international cooperation. Although
these studies indicated some tendency for older children (ages 13-
17) to see peace as a social process the prevalent image remained
that of inactivity.

Why do children's and adolescents' images of peace lag behind
their images of warespecially when developmental theory
would seem to predict that as children grow older and become ca-
pable of reciprocal reasoning (about age 13) they should begin to
see peace as a process instead of as the absence of activity? It may
be that the concepts of war and peace as real entities are quite re-
mote from children's general sphere of interest.38 As a result chil-
dren's growing structures of intelligence "have not yet applied to
them" and adults do not provide explanations regarding "what lies
at the bottom of conflict conditions on the personal as well as on
the inter-group level." Thus,, information about war is:

continually present in the child's environment, through personal
communications and mass media. Besides, most children engage in
warlike play. All children also experience conflicts on the inter-
personal and group levels. But peace is, both in personal communica-
tion and in mass media, to a greater extent conceived of as state of
things which one enjoys, but which is not very amenable to active
maintenance.
"Peace" is commonly defined in such an empty way that the child
sees no clear way of how to obtain it. Likewise, when peace is even-
tually obtained, the child considers it as a state of passivity more than
as an ongoing process."

Defense of country, friendship, honor, and the need to punish at-
tack by another nation are principal reasons children give as justi-
fication of and causes for war. Children at all ages consistently ex-
press a willingness to go to war to defend their family, friends and
country. This willingness to defend their major social groups may
result from general socialization taking place before age eight in
children, who learn to see such groups as important. Wars in de-
fense of country are seen by children as just. As such they may
well fit into an overall aggressive pattern of thought about inter-
national politics developed by children.

In his study of fourth through sixth graders Targ found children
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evidenced a general awareness of alliances, trade and peace
treaties. Military alliances were seen to be "aggressive" and "im-
portant." Peace treaties were believed by approximately half of

the sample to be -aggressive" and most children saw them as im-
portant. As for trade, fifth and sixth graders were more likely to
see trade as "aggressive" than were fourth-grade students. Such
findings suggest children develop an aggressive attitude toward in-
ternational institutional arrangements at the same time that they
learn to accept their importance.

In a major. recent* study of the attitudes of 2.667 American chil-
dren in grades three through eight towards the Vietnam War
Tolley found that

... children regard war ... as immoral, yet they express important
qualifications to commitments based on principle. The majority ac-
knowledges a duty to fight fur national defense, and a smaller propor-
tion justify conflict against communists .. the children surveyed dis-
play no greater pacifism or anti-war sentiment than young people
polled in the 1930's. The widespread opposition to the Vietnam war
apparently has not generated revulsion for all war."

Despite the evidence just reviewed, it is important to note that
defense of family and country may not be a universally accepted
rationale for war, even among older children. West Berlin public
school students ages ten, twelve, fifteen and seventeen were asked
to indicate whether or not a war should be started in response to a
situation that threatened Berlin, their family, Germany, or an
ally.41 The consistent response at all age levels, for both sexes and
across socio-economic levels was that a war should not be started.
Differences in the cultural environment between English and
Swedish children and the West German students might explain
this finding. Thus, the special situation that Berlin and the people
of Berlin have been in could have provided these children with ex-
periences that resulted in a more peaceful attitude."

It appears that children learn to see war as inevitable. Every
stud!, reviewed on the matter has found children feel war is neces-
sary and likely. Cooper did find that the 8-year-olds rejected the
necessity of war "on the grounds of the danger of physical hurt,"
The younger children, in effect, articulate a policy of deterrence
derived from their own social order. They see war as unlikely

provided that each party is well aware of his weakness or strength
and whether he will in or lose, hence peaceful coexistence is in the

'Data were collected from lanuar he earI March. 1971.
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nature of things The child is clearly referring to his own social order
The order Lan be disturbed by "bullies.'' by ignorance of the order,
and by a change in the order with age The child appears to be implic-
itly familiar with rank-disequilibrium as a source of aggression."

Fourteen- to sixteen -tear -olds, however, appeared to make ex-
plicit assumptions about human nature, seeing -greed, lust, hate,
desire for power" as instinctive human motivations "largely re-
sponsible for war" and increasing the necessity for war unless
such feelings were held in check:" liaavelsrud's data support this
finding. Ninety percent of his sample displayed "the belief that
there is something inside people that causes war- and 'there was a
significant trend for the German children to become more pessi-
mistic about humankind's inherent nature as they grew older.

The American children surveyed by Tolley also felt it was ex-
tremely difficult to prevent war. Tolley explained:

Those surveyed ... do not expect to inherit a peaceful world.. . An
overwhelming majority of children. 91'x. feel that stopping war is
hard or very. very hard.... Early in life, then. Americans learn to re-
gard war as regular feature of international relations."

Why do children learn to see war as a necessary international
social process? Tolley found both school and parent made impor-
tant contributions to children's acceptance of war (Figure 2). As
for schools, he explains that

The greatest differences in our sample of children appear between
boys attending Friends (Quaker) schools and military academy ca-
dets. Our evidence confirms that formal instruction stressing a philos-
ophy of non-1, wlence or an appreciation of military values signifi-
cantly affects children's outlook on war 4^

Figure 2
Schools and War
From Tolley Data

School Type
Quaker
Private

Public
Military

0/0 8th Graders High on War Acceptance Scale

1 16%

131%

48%
1

N is 384 Data collected n 1971

61%
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As for parents and teachers, Tolley concluded that:

... it is apparent that mother and father also influence general atti-
tudes toward war. Patriotism may run in a family as much as religious
conviction. Generally, children reflect the views of their elders. Com-
parison of children's responses with those of their teachers reveals
that adults -Ind children accept the necessity of war to about the same
degree, and both groups appear equ .9y certain that war will occur.47

In an era of expanding megatonnage and popular concern over
the nuclear threat, research has not probed very deeply into chil-
dren's orientations toward nuclear war. Escalona studied children
between the ages of ten and seventeen from the New York area
and found the danger of nuclear war was apparently very salient
to these children." She also found 39% of the lower-class groups
mentioned the possibility of war whereas 62V of the lower- middle
class and 77% and 100% of the middle- and upper-class children
mentioned the topic. In addition, younger children, and those from
lower socio-economic backgrounds, "seemed to regard peace as a
ma ar of personal friendliness and intention," whereas the older,
more sophisticated children "recognized the need for legal and
military mechanisms to maintain peace."

In comparing responses of poor children with those of the
middle-class children, hscalona concluded that

many of the deprived children are so preoccupied by immediate
pressing concerns, such as povei iy,, worry about school grades and
jobs, and hostile elements in their immediate situationssuch as
gangsthat they have less "room" for the contemplation of more re-
mote dangers.... However, oi,ce such children do recognize the dan-
ger to mankind's future ex stence they are more inclined to view it fa-
talistically and pessimistically. They express a wish for peace, but
often no notions of how it might come about and relatively little ex-
pectation of a positive solution."

In 1965 Allerhand reviewed the reports of several investigations
concerned with children's reactions to societal situations with the
potential for crisis." Like Escalona, he found children to be aware
of a nuclear war threat and disturbed b it. Allerhand proposed
the following generalizations regarding children's reactions to in-
ternational threat situations:

... feeling anxiety, children look for support and controls but find
their parents inadequate because they, too, are experien: ,ng the
great rapidity of social and technological change. The confrontation
with this emotional void pushes the children Imo a state of greater
anxiet!, with lowered adaptive behavior .^,1 effectiveness in coping
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with external circumstances Some children, particularly those who
are younger, academically unsuccessful or socio-economically
starved., reveal a lowered awareness to factors beyond their daily liv-
ing situation Unable to turn to adults for stabilization, the children
turn to anything available, usually an impersonal source such as tele-

To what extent do boys and girls differ in their orientations to-
ward war? While none of the research has found extremely large
differences between the sexes, the differences found have all been
in the same direction. That is, girls are consistently more likely to
look at war in terms of its consequences, to feel that war is not jus-
tified and to be less willing to go to war than boys. Boys, on the
other hand: are consistently more willing to go to war, more op-
posed to Communism and not surprisingly show a greater interest
in joining the armed services."

Finally, Tolley's study provides evidence that the experience of
the Vietnam war has affected the idealization of the President,
widespread a decade ago. During the early 1960s several political
sociali7ation studies found that at a very young age children devel-
oped a highly positive set of attitudes toward the President, seeing
him as a "benevolent leader" and a sort of kind, grandfatherly fig-
ure. This process was seen as an important mechanism through
which children dr eloped a long-lasting loyalty to the American
political system. Tolley's data indicate that "the Vietnam war has
significantly affected children's confidence in the chief executive"
(Figure 3). Only 317, of the children Tolley surveyed in 1971,, for
instance, agreed that President Nixon is doing the right thing in
Vietnam.""

To this po:n} ..e have focused on children's and adolescents' ori-
entations tow. d war. We found that as they get older, children
learn to see war as likely, necessai y and, in essence just, In an al-
most chilling way, young people apparently come to view interna-

Figure 3
"Does the President Always Tell the Truth

about the Vietnam War?"
From Tolley Data

[3rd Graders Answering NO I 125°,
8th Graders Answering NO I 165%

N s are 87010' 3rd grade and 385 for 8th Data collected ,n 1971
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tion conflict as a regular. if troublesome, aspect of the inter-
national system. Boys are somewhat more favorably disposed
toward war than girls. In addition. it appears the Vietnam war ex-
perience affected children's highly positive orientations toward
the President.

Orientations toward the Future of International Society

In discussing children's orientations toward war we saw evi-
dence that young people were not overly optimistic about the pos-
sibility of avoiding war in the future How do young people feel
about the future of the international system'? Do they think the
world they will inherit will be a better or worse place in which to
live'? The answer to such questions is of 1.1ore than academic im-
portance. For,, as Chesterton said, our images of the future may be
seen as "the prophetic past.- That is,, they represent the projection
of our images of today's reality on tomorrow. As such, an under-
standing of young people's orientations toward the future can tell
us something about their attitudes today, at the same time that it
hints at what tomorrow will bring.

Remy and Nathan investigated young people's orientations to-
ward the future of both international and national politics by
presenting 1800 high school students with a set of predictions about
1990." The predictions depicted hypothetical changes in American
and international society relating to such problematic issues as the
distribution of wealth, inter-group relations, the Inanagement of

violence, environmental health, and the allocati m of resources.
Ten predictions depicting the status of these problems in the year
1990 for the national system and ten for the international were ran-
domly presented in a single list. The series of predictions along
with the instructions for responding to them and the students' re-
sponses for each statement are shown in Table XI.

The students' attitudes toward the future of national and inter-
national society were measured by calculating a national and in-
ternational optimism/pessimism score for each student. Figure 4
(p. 36) illustrates the distribution of these scores. It clearly in-
dicates that the students were considerably more pessimistic
about the future of international society than they were about the
future of national sffiety.

Why were the y oung people son, ey ed less sanguine about the fu-
ture of the international sys,tem? While we have no conclusive an-
swer. it may he that differences in the nature or characteristics of
the international system and the American national political sys-
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Table XI
Students' Attitudes Toward the Future

From Remy and Nathan Study

Opinions about the Future

PREDICTIONS FOR THE 1990'S Suppose that someone predicts that the following changes will
occur by 1990 (you will be about 37 years old then)or before

For each item, indicate in Column A whether or not you think it will or will not happen by
checking one space Guess if you are uncertain Then go to Column B, assume that the
change will take place, and indicate whether or not you approve of the change, (even if you
don't really believe it will happen)

Column A
I believe it

Column B
II it did happen, I

will
happen

won't
happen

PREDICTIONS FOR
1990 approve

don't
approve

49% 51% All wages and prices will ue controlled by the govern-
ment

35% 65%

21 79 The governments of all nations will agree to destroy all
existing nuclear weapons and outlaw their use

84 16

74 26 An information about a personwhere he lives, works.
his purchases and savings, his taxes, insurance. marital
status. traffic tickets, etc , will be stored in a central gov-
ernment computer and be available to government Mi.
orals and to organizations who wish to check credit

28 72

17 83 Most countries in the world will be sufficiently secure
militarily that military alliances will not be needed

59 41

67 33 Less money will be spent by the federal government on
defense and more on schools and health care

89 11

46 54 There will be as many females as males in Congress.
stale legislatures. etc

77 23

38 62 America's major urban areas will be vast slums 7 93
73 27 There will be guaranteed income for all families suf-

ficient to provide good food and housing
77 23

65 35 Most of the oceans, lakes, and rivers of the world will be
badly polluted

6 94

75 25 Most big and medium size Countries of the world will
have their own atomic weapons

10 90

33 67 Wars will be more common because most of today's
problems will be more serious and still unsolved

9 91

85 15 Blacks and Whites will be on much more friendly terms
in the United States

96 4

50 50 The United Nations will be more important and suc-
cessful in settling disputes among nations of the world

88 12

72 28 Russia and the United States will be on much more
friendly terms

92 8

53 47 There will be many violent protests and demonstrations
in which many Americans are killed

8 92

48 52 The rich countries will be richer and the poor countries
will be poorer

7 93

73 27 The bigger industrial countries of the world will eco-
nomically dominate the smaller, poorer countries

9 91

56 44 The smaller countries of the world will have lamed to-
gether for their own economic and political safety and
protection

78 22

42 58 The rich in America will be richer and the poor poorer 9 91

24 76 A few huge corporations like IBM and GM will control
the economic and political life of tho Unit0,1 States

9 91

N s ranc;e from 1362 to t451
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Figure 4
Distribution of Optimism/Pessimism Scores
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tern affect the attitudes students develop toward the two systems.
Recall that in the beginning of this chapter we pointed out that the
international system can offer youngsters different contact points
for political learning and can elicit roles and motivations which
vary considerably from those offered by politics at national, state
and local levels.

Thus, perhaps the more optimistic attitudes of young people to-
wards their national political system find their roots in the very
characteristics of the international and national systems them-
selves. International society is a system without centralized politi-
cal authority. There is no single agent in the international system
to manage change and control conflict. This is in fundamental con-
trast to domestic society. Perhaps most children look upon govern-
ment as a kind of steering mechanism which manages the flow of
history for the public good by promoting desirable changes and in-
hibiting undesirable ones. In the absence of centralized govern-
ment in the international political system pre-adults might develop
more pessimistic attitudes toward the future of international so-
ciety than toward the future of national society. Without the pres-
ence of government to promote desirable changes within the inter-
national system they would see such changes as less probable.
Also without the existence of a centralized system of authority to
inhibit undesirable changes they would look upon such changes as
more probable and consequently be more pessimistic about the fu-
ture of international society.
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Sources of Information about the International System

Where do children learn about the international system, its
processes and actors? What are the sources of their attitudes val-
ues and beliefsthe "agents" of international political learning?
While there has been considerable research on the sources of
young people's orientations toward the domestic political system
usually in terms of the relative potency of the school, family, mass
media and peer groups as agents of socializationthere is less in-
formation available on the sources of children's international ori-
entations

What evidence we do have is remarkably consistent, however.
Practically without exception studies have indicated that the mass
mediaespecially television and newspapersare the chief
source of young people's ideas and information about the inter-
national system, Figure 5 below from Remy's study of high school
students illustrates the pattern found in most studies with only mi-
nor except ions.'

Figure 5
Student Perceptions of Their Primary Source

of Information and Ideas about Politics

38 %i

The World

35

Newspapers and
I Magazines

Television

Teachers and
School

Parents 1 11260 Friends X10

I I

13 I

8 =

The United States

t

I

N = World 1357 United States 1389

14

25

39%

Lambe' t and Klineberg found that television, movies and to a
lesser extent parents constitute major sources of information
about foreign peoples for younger American children. As these
children grew older, television and movies remained important
and school sources such as courses and textbooks also became im-
portant. Parents, however, became "negligible" as sources of in-
formation. In their studies Alvik, Rosell and Tolley all found the
mass media to he the most important source of information about
war for children, Tolley notes, for instance, that half of the chil-
dren he questioned "said they watch news regularly, a larger pro-
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portion feel they learn 'a lot' about Vietnam from TV,, and 80'7( in-
dicate they have seen pictures of combat on news programs.-5h

In his study of the political learning of Australian children, R. W.
Connell aptly describes television's role when he notes:

Under the influence of the mass media, and particularly under the In-
fluence of television... We can see that the global network of mass
communications is indeed breaking down parochial tradition and
bringing up the children as citizens of a global polls.

It is a polls, though, which is only half-achieved.... And the in-
volvement of the children in world politics is an involvement of emo-
tional reaction, not an involvement of action or potential action. Only
half of the classic exchange between the citizen and his city is
present here. Television can show things to fear, things to be shocked
by, things to amuse, things to like and things to hate, but it does not
show the children things to do, forms of engagement. It simulta-
neously draw oiem in and holds them at a distance.. In the past it
could plausibly be argued that political awareness expanded out-
wards, from local community to region to country and to inte-national
relationships. Children under the influence of television are in-
troduced to the full range at once. Thus they come early to know
about, and react emotionally to, those events which are most distant
from them and least susceptible to influence exerted by the people
around them. There is no chance for a sense of mastery or control to
be developed in the smaller local context before the person comes
into contact with events and issues more difficult to affect because at
a greater remove.57

Although the evidence is limited on this important point, be-
cause television is rated by young people as an important source of
information about international affairs it does not necessarily fol-
low that it is also a major shaper of their international attitudes
and values. The distinction is important and is suggested by
Tolley's research. He found that in the case of the Vietnam war
"children have learned basic attitudes obout the conflict from
mother and father at home."" In addition, as we saw earlier,
Tolley found that schools play a role in shaping children's atti-
tudes toward war. He concludes that while newspapers and televi-
sion provide young people with information about war

. , . parents and schools contribute jointly to a child's outlook on war,
and their relative influence no doubt varies according to family, indi-
vidual. Inc! institution. On an issue as controversial as Vietnam, the
relationship between attitudes of parent and child appears closer
thtin the relationship between views of teacher and pupil, although
for children whose parents rarely discuss the war, school exercises
the greater influence
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In thil regard Tome!. has argued that at least part of the impact
of the mass media upon students" attitudes was in the con-
tradictions between what was seen there and what was presented
in classrooms. She concluded that schools needed to deal more
with the gap between the ideals of international cooperation and
the realities of international conflict. In addition, they needed to
make children generally more literate with respect to many differ-
ent types of media.

To conclude, as might be expected there is no one source or
agent of young people's international political learning. Various
agents of political learningschool, parents, friends, the mass me-
dia and simply events themselvesinteract in complex ways not
yet fully understood. This said, it does seem reasonably clear that
the mass media, especially in the form of television, do play an
important role in children's international learning as do schools
and parents. Beyond this, further research needs to be done before
we can specify the sources of youngsters' international learning
with any greater precision.

Conclusion

The reader should draw conclusions from this chapter with care,
for most research has concentrated upon children's learning about
domestic politics. Thus, contrary to any impression which might be
given by this review, there really has been very little research on
young people's international learning.

This means that it is risky to attempt to draw too detailed a set of
conclusions about how, what, when and where children learn
about international politics from the studies reviewed in this chap-
ter. Instead, in conclusion our aim will be to abstract from the
chapter several ideas which can help sensitize us to the inter-
national learning processes of our students. These ideas are as fol-
lows.

III.DREN'S INTERNATIONAL LEARNING HEGINS EARLY IN LIVE

Children are horn into a social world. In the course of their in-
teraction with family, friends. the mass media and school they be-
gin to develop orientations toward world politics. By the time they
reach the intermediate grades they have developed a sense of na-
tional identity. a set of attitudes, beliefs and values about their
own and other nations as international actors and about such inter-
national processes as war and peace.
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CHILDREN'S INTERNATIONAL LEARNING IS CUMULATIVE

What children learn about the world at one age builds upon and
is influenced by what they have previously learned. For example,
what youngsters learn about war and peace at age fifteen is

grounded in and shaped by what was learned at age twelve. In
turn, learning at age twelve is conditioned by earlier learning.
Through a continuing process of cumulative learning a political-
self develops.

THE TIME OF MIDDLE CHILDHOOD (GRADES 1 JREE THROUGH EIGHT) IS AN

IMPORTANT PERIOD IN CHILDREN'S INTERNATIONAL LEARNING

The period from about eight to thirteen years of age may well be
unique in that it represents a time, before too many stereotypically
rigid perspectives dominate children's views of the world, and yet
a time in which cognitive development is sufficiently advanced to
make a diversity of viewpoints accessible.

ThE BELIEFS, ATTITUDES, VALUES AND KNOWLEDGE INDIVIDUALS DEVELOP

ABOUT THE WORLD DIFFER

While this idea may seem obvious it is a useful one to keep in
mind when planning instructional activities for children. Thus, not
all of the children in the studies we reviewed thought war was in-
evitable, some thought it was preventable. Not all thought Russia
could not be trusted, some felt the United States could trust Russia.
The point is simply that while we have dealt in aggregate statistics
in discussing youngsters' international learning, each individual
student brings his or her own particular configuration of orienta-
tions toward the world. In some ways those orientations are very
much like those of their classmates; in other ways they are totally
unique to them.

THE MASS MEDIA, ESPECIALLY TELEVISION AND NEWSPAPERS, PLAY AN

IMPORTANT ROLE IN CHILDREN'S INTERNATIONAL LEARNING

One of the most consistent findings of the studies reviewed here
was the importance of the mass media as a source of children's
ideas and information about the world. As children's window to
the world, television has multiplied a thousandfold children's op-
portunities for incidental learning about various aspects of the in-
ternational system.

Up to this point we have reviewed available research on chil-
dren's international learning. In the next chapter we turn
to a consideration of alti.rnative but not mutually exclusive ways
of looking at the world about which we teach students. These alter-
nab% e «ays of looking at the international scene already inform
much of what is going on in international education and have their
roots in scholarship on international relations.
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CHAPTER

Alternative
Views of the World

International relations as a dis-
tinct mode of inquiryseparate from history, government, phi-
losophy or lawhas only achieved independent status and recog-
nition in the last 30 or 40 years. Before this period, to he sure, there
were historical narri.tives of wars or diplomatic machinations.
There were also texts written about international law and philo-
sophical treatments of how human beings and states should relate
to one another. But only the press of the great conflicts of the twen-
tieth century and the rapid ascent of universities to a prominent
place in public life have combined to allow for the creation of a
distinct field of study complete with a vast literature and separate
"schools.' of thought about international politics.

For all the complexity of the subject matter, three distinct frame-
works for viewing the world may be identified in the study of inter-
national relations.' These frameworks have been widely adopted
to explain global political activity. Each captures reality by filter-
ing out some aspects of the total picture and highlighting others.
The most familiar framework is to imagine international relations
as if they consisted almost solely of the interaction of nation-states.
An alternative framework is to look at the world as if it were ii
primitive society or "system- binding people in a web of global in-
terdependence. finally, there is a normative image of moral unity

45
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which is. it is frequently held, the underlying structure of our in-
ternational political life.

Each of these conceptual frameworks emphasizes and illumi--
nates some kinds of activity and passes over others. Each, then, is
like the geographer's map which cannot be true to spatial rela-
tions. distance, and shape at the same time but can be fairly accu-
rate to at least two of the three. Thus, each framewOrk has distinct
values and implications. Our purpose is to illustrate the limits,
uses and assumptions inherent in each so that when they are em-
ployed in the classroom the teacher can be aware of each frame-
work's implications. Ve began by examining a framework with a
long tradition among scholars of international relations.

The State-Centric View of the World

The state-centric view looks at the world primarily in terms of
sovereign nation-states pursuing their national interests through
the conduct of foreign policy. The state-centric image of the world
is the image of statesmen and diplomats, as well as many univer-
sity scholars. In a sense, this framework for looking at the world is
also an identifiable "culture" in which national policymakers
have tended to operate. Foreign policy, so defined, is to protect
against the dangerous and hostile forces at loose in a world where
there are no international police and no courts with binding au-
thority. To remain secure in such a world, nations must be pre-
pared and willing to use force when necessary.

A perception of international society as an anarchic and dan-
gerous domain of human activity is at the heart of the state-centric
image of the world. According to this view, wars occur because
there is little to stop them aside from self-restraint. Foreign policy
is conducted in an arena of politics where there is no overriding
compulsion except in the military capacity of each state involved
in international politics. Since a condition of anarchy necessarily
stimulates competition for military power, military power is
sought for security. International politics is a domain of threat. Na-
tions make alliances, conventions and treaties with the under-
standing that the ability to defend oneself is never given away. A
state must always be sovereign or independent in order to secure
and protect its customs, institutions, and inhabitants. Secretary of
State Kissinger is a product of this culture. He recently stated, "No
nation can make its survival dependent on the good will of another
state if it has any choice about it."

This view of international society as a state of anarchy and per-
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sistent emergency profoundly influences the conduct of foreign
policy. It has buttressed presidential claims for enormous discre-
tionary powers It has prompted the Supreme Court in the 1936
Curtiss-Wright decision to hold that the warrant for presidential
power in foreign policy is not in the Constitution but demanded by
the necessities of being "equal and sovereign" which "Ls a condi-
tion of being a member of the family of nations."'

In addition, the state-centric view of international society as an
arena of threat has made inevitable demands on national prior-
ities. The Cold War allocation of over 30% of the national budget to
foreign and national security policy, rather than to housing or rn-
munity development or any other domestic need, is a fairly 'k. .
gible indicator of the impact of the state-centric view on American
society.

The condition of an international system characterized by the
anarchic lack of a public monopoly of force is commonly viewed
by statesmen and analysts as socie7 i ille ( ege of war. Force in
this society is the common mediucl : .change and power is the
only means of gaining what a state ..eeds. It is a domain of politics
which recalls Ciccro's lament, "What can be done against force
without force?"'

The operant belief of American policy officials charged well for-
eign policy, like the view of statesmen of most other nations, is that
foreign policy is "security policy." Other politics are concerned
with justice or welfare. Foreign politics are concerned with sur-
vival and the uses of force. President Nixon confessed to presiden-
tial observer/journalist Theodore White during the 1972 cam-
paign: "the American economy is strong ... it would take a genius
to wreck it." But a presidential "mistake in foreign affairs would
be fatal."'

The teacher who wishes to convey to students the images of the
world prevalent among diplomats and strategists must necessar-
ily focus on power, war, the national interest, the balance of power
and the management of force. Indeed, much serious scholarship
has been devoted to the instrumentation of power and its manage-
ment

The theme th -. ",e international system is dangerous and de-
mands peculiar action not permissible in domestic society is also a
common tenet of textbook wisdom. As one standard civics book,
Government by the People, instructs its readet:

The reason is clear. In a time of international tensions and crisis,
democracies must act. An device that will permit action without vio-
lating conoitutional forms is indispensable. The methods we use

WOO
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flout ideals of responsibilit, and popular control, but they seem to be
part of the price %A e must pa, for living in a disorderly work' of sover-
eign nations."

The intellectual foundations of the state-centric view, then, are
found in the assessment of international politics as a different kind
of politics than domestic politics. Unlike domestic politics, "real-
ists" observe that international politics take place in an arena that
has no central governing body. No superior international agency
exists above each nation with either the authority or the power to
make laws or settle disputes. The absence of such an agency above
all nations means that a nation's compliance to international obli-
gation is ,aately enforceable by individually concerned states.
In international affairs, when all else fails, force is considered le-
gitimate to arbitrate disputes. This is what is meant by saying that
in the state-centric :evv, international affairs are anarchy which is
a "state of vvar ' Wars occur in international affairs because there
is little to stop them. A former Assistant Secretary of State and
Harvard economist, Thomas Schelling, has written that diplomacy,,
force and its resultant suffering are inseparable. For Schelling, to
use force for no other end than the infliction of pain or suffering is
"brute force." He writes:

To inflict suffering gains nothing and serves nothing directly. It can
only make people behave to avoid it.

The only purpose, unless sport or revenge, must be to influence
somebody's behavior to coerce his decisions or choice, to be coercive
violence has to be anticipated And it has to be avoidable by accom-
modation The power to hurt is bargaining power. To exploit it is di-
plomacyvicious diplomacy, but diplomacy.'

Alternatives to the State-Centric View

Stress on the use of force to gain policy ends is much less empha-
sized in the two other frameworks for viewing the world that we
are about to examine. Alternatives to the state-centric view have
arisen in mod. 9 international relations scholarship and in inter-
national education f, many reasons. One of the principal reasons
is that the nation-state itself no longer seems appropriate to the
problems of the human race.

The nation-state, that geographic-political unit known by names
such as France, I3ritain, the Un ud States and Chinawhose
people are hound together icy common history. language and inst
tutionssuddenl seems to be obsolete. After 400 years of bein,
the irreducible, minimum fact of international politics, slates are
in a crisis vt.hose contrAictions clef} simple explanation. On the
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one hand, states possess unparalleled sums of power. The ability
to command and direct violence has become the most striking
characteristic of nation-states. Yet military power does not seem to
bring benefits commensurate with its cost. Force, for instance, is
incapable of responding to world economic and social crises.

Moreover, a state's military power can no longer protect its citi-
zens against enemies. Indeed, every American President since
Harry Truman has warned the American people that the United
States cannot survive an onslaught of nuclear weapons. The legiti-
macy and authority of the state were earned by a compact between
the State and citizens. The State would be the citizen's fortress
against capricious violence. The State would provide for the condi-
tions of order and stability in w'aich citizens could plan for their
children or undertake their own livelihood. In this sense, the State
used to be a precondition of society's benefits: health, wealth, jus-
tice and the like. In previous times a good life was impossible with-
out a sound, viable State. In turn, the inhabitants of States
"agreed" at least in theory, to be citizens, to pay allegiance, to pay
taxPs and to participate, if necessary, in the State's common de-
fense. But if the State can no longer serve as the agent of its citi-
zens' defensein fact, if the State becomes the essential agent of
society's illsthen the ancient agreement is shattered. And the
"roof has been blown" off the historic shelter which nation-states
once provided their citizens.

The monopolization of military force gave nation-states their
definition. It also was an instrument of their will. The ability to di-
rect violence against foreign states was a critical element of na-
tional greatness. Diplomacy and force were inextricably related.
Yet the advent of irregular warfare (both urban and rural) and the
expansion of force to the point where the use of force implies glo-
bal suicide have largely paralyzed great military machines. Nu-
clear weapons have great destructive power. However, because
the world is delicately balanced, the threat of force seems foolish
if the "other side" can retaliate with assurance. States are unable
to use nuclear attack weapons, and nuclear "blackmail" seems
more and more unreasonable when the threat is disproportionate
to almost any conceivable gain. Nuclear weapons have become im-
potent except in their symbolism of both national greatness and
their grim reminder that all men are group ld together under the
same dark shadow.

The nation-state is also caught in the profound surge of tech-
nological change which has brought most aspects of human inter-
action into closer proximity. There has been an internationaliza-
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tion of social and economic life, Where, for instance, insularity
was once a self-conscious proud feature of Britain, now the scan-
dals of Watergate cause as much controversy in England as the
sounds of nearby civil war in Belfast. In America, our economics
have suddenly become hypersensitive to world commodity mar-
kets. Economic sovereignty also has been breached in energy re-
sources. America, for instance, increasingly relies on foreign re-
sources for petroleum. In day-to-day economic life, our difficulties
at the supermarket cannot be resolved by dealing with American
farmers. Rather, the price of wha we eat is influenced by an "in-
ternational web of interdependence."

In this way foreign politics is no longer simply a matter of armed
force meeting force. It is a close-knit interaction of economies, so-
cieties, organizations and statesmen. National policies, such as tax
policy or tight budgets, can only be partly successful in controlling
national economies. For the American economy, in an inter-
dependent world, has become a captive to a gossamer "Inter-
national Confidence and the United States no longer is com-
pletely master of its economic destiny.

The Global System View of the World

One method of viewing the complerity of international affairs
not encompassed in the state-centric framework is to see global
politics as a vast system of social interaction analogous to any
"primitive" smial system without well-developed institutions, a
central government or laws. Many who write about the inter-
national system use the phrase "spaceship earth" to depict this im-
age of an increasingly interrelated complex world.

The "spaceship earth" view of the world is an essentially ecolog-
ical image of international affairs. Ecology s "way of seeing" has
shown us how the chain of life is interrelated and interdependent:
neither the ocean, the air, the land nor the animal life which in-
habit all of them can be "independent. "" An ecological metaphor
unites the seemingly distinct domains of biological activitythe
ocean, the air, the soil and the life which inhabit theminto inter-
related concepts. The global system metaphor highlights trans-
national behavior or that behavior which is beyond or breaks out
of the definition and boundaries of "security policy" or "foreign
policy

\"hat types of behavior and what kinds of international actors
does this image refer to? Some of the chief actors are multina
norml corporatior s which have changed the character of inter-
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national economic life so that it has become separated from na-
tional control. Today great corporations nominally based in
Delaware, London or Zurich may have operations in one hundred
countries. No one national headquarters will contain more than a
fraction of their activities. Only a few such corporations, by shift-
ing their reserves out of one currency and into another. can cause
the value of national currencies to plummet or ascend. All of a na-
tion's fiscal policies, balanced budgets, and tax policies can be in-
validated by the power of major corporations which exist largely
beyond the nation's control. By making "nonpolitical" investment
decisions, international corporations can importantly affect na-
tional governments. The case of Chile in September 1973 provides
a dramatic example. The world international banks and financial
institutions took an increasingly dim view of Chilean President Al-
lende's socialist-oriented domestic economic policy. Hence, they
refused to extend credit to Chile. The result fueled ferocious infla-
tion which contributed to the socialist regime's brutal removal by
the Chilean military Thus, multinational firms, which do not owe
allegiance to any particular nation, can exert enormous pressure
by their attitude toward Third World countries.

Similarly, the intellectual., cultural and scientific basis of na-
tional power is fast slipping from national control as technology,
communication and multinational corporate resources expand.
Where once a nation's greatness came from its ability to pour
money into research, now research is international and capital is
international. The dollar market in Europe has been more liquid
than the market in New York for years:, and computer and elec-
tronic technology is no longer found predominantly in America,
but is diffused through the industrialized world. Not many years
ago, the economic elements of greatness were concentrated and lo-
calized by the boundaries of the nation-states. Common stereo-
types developed with some factual basis. Germans were hard-
working and frugal. The British were great traders. Americans
were inventive. Years ago, there was American physics or Italian
design But the compression of technological interactions has
stripped these national labels of much of their significance. It is
much more useful to speak of modern physics or contemporary de-
sign without national labels.

The global system vie,.v of the world, then, sees a number of fac-
tors leading to .1 lrowing interdependence ur unity in the modern
world These

1 An expanding volume of worldwide trade and a dominance of the
multinational corporation.
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2. An expanding network of cross-national organizations and associa-
tionsfraternal, scientific and educationalthat have developed a
worldwide system of human interaction.

3. The inability to insulate domestic politics from foreign politics either
within countries or between countries. Thus. the domestic politics of
Arab nations or the Soviet Union can very much affect American rela-
tions with Russians.

4. The internationalization of social problems. The problems of survival,
ecology,, disease. scarce resources and the like are not manageable by
pi-limns. International cooperation is also necessary to combat the uni-
versal problems of urbanization. population control and crime

5. An expanding homogeneity in humankind's culture and social institu-
tions. Mass society, its artifacts, management and appeal now seem glo-
bal in scope. International norms of individual conduct and State con-
duct are also becoming more uniform.

6. The appearance of alliances and economic unions which have formed
the infrastructure for unifying wider portions of the globe. The Eu-
ropean Economic Community now negotiates with the OPEC or Arab
States as if each were sovereign. Moreover, the Common Market has
been seen by many as the prototype for a politically united Europe.
Many see the Salle pattern for the Soviet bloc and Latin America. The
world's regional and transregional groupings are diminishing the role
of individual nation-states in many of its historic functions.

Yet surely, one may say,, security policywars and those who
threaten themdominates our attention and the attention of the
media. If we concentrate on the global system do we not miss the
critical questions of national life and death? Those who maintain
that a global system perspective is useful would not deny the ur-
gent questions of foreign policy--the politics of war and peace.
But the ecological or systems view of the globe helps to move our
attention to some of the interactions which are no longer contained
or controlled by national policy. Of course, this view has limits. It
is best used to illustrate economic, social and political "trans-
national behavior." Thus, the global system view helps us to visu-
alize such forms of international interaction as the growth of re-
gional organizations (the European Economic Community, NATO,
the Warsaw Pact), the behavior of multinational corporations (ITT
or Shell Oil), the relationships among international nongovern-
mental organizations (international labor unions and profes-
sional organizations), the globalization of questions of poverty
(the Third World vs. the Industrialized World) and justice (what
forms should an international law of the sea take?). The global sys-
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tern view does not help us understand the kind of politics Henry
Kissinger engaged in when he suddenly went to Peking or when
the Israelis moved against the Arabs in 1967. Or the kind of inter-
national politics President Nixon ryas referring to when he stated:

We must remember that the only time in the history of the world
that we have had any extended periods of peace is when there has
been a balance of power. It is when one nation becomes infinitely
more powerful in relation to its potential competitor that the danger
of war arises So I believe in a world in which the United States is
powerful. I think it would he a safer world and a better world if we
have a strong. health!, United States, Europe, Soviet Union, China
and Japan, each balancing the other, an even balance 9

The politics of power, balance and strategy are much better illu-
minated by the classic state-centric world-view. But the cause and
effects of urban disturbances from Lisbon to Tokyo and back
through Columbia I I .n.I vorfaty, or the transfer of technology from
America to Japan to Mexico are not highlighted by this vision of
colliding nations which have no permanent friends or enemies,
just interest. And the vision of an increasingl,), complex societal or-
ganization much like a national socieiy, except on a global scale,,
does help capture some of the rapidly changingcomplexities of the
last third of this century.

The Moral Unity of the Human Race:
A View of the World

A third view of the world is found in the idea of world unity.
This way of looking at the world sees international relations not in
terms of the demands of statecraft ) the imperatives of technology
but rather in terms of natural law. It is the "idealistic" tradition of
international affairs which is indebted to legal theory, theology
and planners of a world state. The imape is at least as old as the
"Grand Unions" of nations proposed by Copernicus and Dante,
and continues in the important work on world order and world
federalism carried on by secular groups established in this cen-
tury. The chief feature of this work is its rejection of power as a
guiding principle to measure, understand or conduct international
relations. Yet it is not mere Utopian musing. For the image of
world community has motivated several American Presidents to
pursue policy which is not now explicable in terms of "interest" or
"security."

Thus, Woodrow Wilson broUght America to war to establish a
universal order in which liberal democracy could prosper under a
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League of Nations. With the failure of the League, proponents of

this vision called for "collective security." This represented an ef-
fort to manage the tendency of states to resort to force by depriving
them of the legal right to use violence at their own discretion. This

was the motivation and the rationale for the high hopes which ac-
companied the establishment of the United Nations. The purpose
of the United Nations was to require nations to collaborate and re-

press the use of force as an instrument of national policy.
The illegitimacy of the classic balance of power with military

force as the ultimate arbitrator of disputes was also the guiding vi-

sion of Dean Rusk. As Secretary of State Rusk exclaimed again and
again. with real sincerit, the goal of American involvement in
Vietnam Was to see that acts of aggression and breaches of the
"peace' were not tolerated by the international community.
Alongside the legal sense of world community is the spiritual con-
cept of world order which Pope John XXIII explored in his encycli-
cal "Pacem in Terris." As H. J. Morgenthau, America's most promi-

nent realist, concluded.

TO dismiss this as irrelevant . would be to fall into Stalin's error,,
whin he had asked how mam, divisions the Pope has The Pope in-
deed has no divisions, that is, no tangible power, but he has a moral

authorit, that is susceptible of being translated into political atti-
tudes. opinions and actions. The Pope, through his message to the

United Nations, has used that moral authority on behalf of the peace,,

the United Nations. and its universality. Important consequences are

hound to flow from that papal intervention. .1"

Thus. all of global political activity is not explilined by the state-

centric or global system view of the world. As Professor Mor-
genthau recognized, the vision of what should be can be as pow-

erful as armies and more istine.

Implications of Alternative Views
for International Education

Up to this point we have briefly examined three alternative vi-
sions of the worldthe state-centric, view, the global system view
and the moral unity view. Each of these approaches to describing,

analyzing and understanding world politics makes its own dis-
tinctions, has its own emphases and contributes its own circle of
light. Each view of the world also holds distinct implications for in-
ternational education and it is to these that we now turn.
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The State-Centric View in the Classroom

The state-centric view of international politics has many policy
implications for international education. For if political education
is viewed as the preparation for survival, and if survival is contin-
gent on preserving the State, then teaching allegiance to the State
must be a necessary function performed by the State if it is to exist
in a hostile world. In the state-centric view, therefore, teaching
about other nations is important because they can he a potential
threat or of possible value to one's own nation. International edu-
cation guided by the state-centric view also seeks understanding of
how States and people behave in order to harden the young to the
necessities of a potentially explosive international situation. As
one educator, R. C. Preston, explains:

World understanding is not world agreement. Nor does it require
that we condone despicable acts of individual foreigners or their gov-
ernments. Sharp issues are bound to arise, and we are obliged to take
a firm stand when they do ... we will be as hard as nails for the right
and yet able to handle our adversaries with understanding, and we
will have made a solid step forward toward national and inter-
national security."

One of the major elements that pushed international education
into the social studies was the emergence of the United States from
World War II as the dominant global power. It was felt that an
overhauling of international education was necessary. Children
needed to be prepared for citizenship in a nation that had become
a preeminent global power. They needed knowledge of peoples
and places for whom they had an imperial responsibility. In addi-
tion there was an urgent need to prepare children for responsible
international activism lest the public mood revert to the isolation-
ism of the inter-war period. Thus, the international education of
the young was to both build a bulwark against a reversion of public
attention to domestic politics and to service the demands of a
worldwide responsibility. As the 1954 Yearbook of the National
Council for the Social Studies put it:

The United States in the second half of the twentieth century has
drifted into world commitments which require global thinking by its
citizens At the same time these needs also demand highly trained
personnel able to operate in other surroundings to carry out national
aims and policies.''

Ignorance of the emerging Third World countries and the expan-
sion of the Soviet challenge gave special urgency to federal en-
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couragement of international education. A few months after Sput-
nik, Congress acted to counter the apparent Russian gains in
education with the National Defense Education Act. The NDEA
represented America's attempt to demonstrate to the Soviets and
the rest of the world that Russian advances in rocketry were not
reflective of any long-term Soviet advantages over the United
States Enormous funds were poured in'o a whole plethora of edu-
cational activities seemingly relevant to the Russian challenge. En-
gineering and science were given priority but there was also an
enormous concentration of money put into area-studies. Indeed,,
the Cold War permeated the perception of the Office of Educa-
tion's self-image at the time. The Office saw itself as a trainer of
overseas specialists who would guard American interests against
the Soviet menace.

This approach was to provide future leaders who knew enough
about the world to apply that knowledge to the benefit of the
national interest. Further, a realistic, state-centered approach to
international education was not only necessary to train the young
in the techniques of the pursuit of the national interest but also
was necessary to avoid disillusionment when facing the brutal
realities of international anarchy. As a 1968 social studies methods
textbook states:

A major objective in teaching international relations is to under-
stand the basic conditions of inter-state relations. The cardinal fact of
international relations is the existence, of a multi-state system with

emphasis on national sovereignty and personal loyalty to the national
state. An attitude of realism toward international power politics is es-
sential if American south are to avoid disillusionment. The world has
to be taken as it is Talk of One World:' the brotherhood of man, and
world government will not suffice to unite the dozens of sovereign
states In fact, in some parts of the world the multi-state system is
growing stronger every da."

There was also an assumption in the state-centric paradigm of
international education that America would not prosper unless
her example were relevant to the world. Somehow knowledge of
the world was to be translatable into effective means of preserving
our on institutions and making them acceptable to others. As the
former director of the Office of Foreign Area Studies in the New
York State Education Department, Ward Morehouse,, has said:

If our American ideals are to be preserved and to flourish in future
decades. our south must have knowledge of the world in which we
liveparticularl of the traditionally neglected but rapidly emerging
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areas of Mid, Africa and Latin America, as well as the Soviet Union
increased understanding of other peoples and cultures gives us

sharper insight into our on institutions, problems and achievement
. also our national survival may well turn on the effectiveness of

this understanding."

It is a bit embarrassing, in light of the more distasteful con-
sequences of American power, to recall how such international
education became a handmaiden of policy. Too often the state-
centric viewpoint has been translated into a statement to the effect
that support for United States foreign policy must start in the class-
room. International education stemming from the notion of inter-
national anarchy often exceeded the bounds of being an exercise
in policy conversion or even propaganda. Unfortunately it be-
came, at times, an effort to foster an uncritical socialization into
the fundamental norms of the public policy of an imperial power.
As such, it was a practical step away from democracy.

Yet there is no reason to abandon the state-centric paradigm be-
cause of its past use, or misuse, in international education. For if
one important purpose of international education is to help stu-
dents gain an understanding of United States foreign policy, then
to pass over the dominant and continuing conceptual world-views
of policymakers would seem a mistake. Issues of foreign policy
and international security. and questions of force, order and jus-
tice can usefully be studied by using the state-centered view.
Questions regarding -the American posture toward the Soviet
Union," or the "world-view" of a Henry Kissinger or Richard
Nixon are difficult to meaningfully consider without a frame of ref-
erence that allows one to look at the world in terms of sovereign
nation-states, each seeking its own interest and each concerned
with its own position relative to others.

The Global System
and the Moral Unity of the Human Race in the Classroom

In this section, we will first sketch out what are the shared goals
of international educators who subscribe to the image of moral
unity or the world as a global system. These two approaches are
not conceptually compatible with a traditional security focus.
Rather,, they search for means and mechanisms for the attainment
of global peace. After reviewing the goals of these two domains of
thoughtwhich are usually fused or intertwined at the pre-colle-
giate levelwe shall note some apparent limitations of both ap-
proaches.

.. ?'
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The Moral Unity of the Human Race

From the "image" of the globe as a moral unity, educators have
deli\ ed the notion of world citizenship. As early as 1928, W.G.
Carr argued that unceasing interdependence of nations is both an
indispensable process and an historical necessity. To Carr, we
must oblige our youth to world citizenship because of the demands
of commerce, religion, morality and security. Such a larger loyalty
to the world community does not, in this formulation, contradict
loyalty to one's o' a country an more than education of children
to love their country stops them from remaining affectionate to-
ward their families. Rather, the practice of citizenship in the
world community is an act one takes merely by being aware of the
events and conditions of world society, and valuing and empathiz-
ing with the lot of our fellow humans everywhere.

According to this view then the behavior prescribed for the
world-minded citizen is "international understanding." This is the
road to peaceful world order. International understanding appar-
ently has three elements. First, there is the cognitive level of know-
ing about the diversity of humans in some detail. Second, there is a
psychological predisposition which enables one to deal with for-
eigners in a friendly and sympathetic way. Third, there is a con-
scious effort to stimulate world-mindedness by extinguishing "neg-
ative nationalism." Nationalism and the nation-state are
considered inappropriate for a peaceful, advanced, industrial
world. At best they are suitable only as a way station on the road to
world consciousness.

We should re-examine the way and degree to which nationalism in-
fluences our teaching of social studies. Patriotism and loyalty to dem-
ocratic values and institutions should continue as objectives but ways
should lie found by which these ends can lie reached without ... un-
thinking loyalty. Nationalism is a powerful force in today's world, a
force very much needed in the creation of new nations. However, na-
tionalism can be a negative force also, slowing the evolvement of
those understandings across national and cultural boundaries so nec-
essary to a cooperative and peaceful world.''

To international educators conscious of the moral unity of the
human race, the traditional "civics" goals of educatorspride in
national institutions and an understanding of the medianics of
these institutionsobscure the great technological and economic
changes of our time. Thus, international education must concern
itself \A ith the replacement of the symbols of the State for the sym-
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bols of the human community. As Walter Laves wrote in the Na-
tional Elementary Principal:

Indeed, I believe that the real threat to the survival of free and
democratic states Ices in their reluctance to give up national symbols
where they no longer are of utility or even threaten the attainment of
agreed national, let alone international goals. ... Progress depends
upon agreement among the nations involved It depends also upon
positive support within each nation at the governmental level and at
the level of citizen understanding At both levels, the key to progress
is education '^

The Global System

For those who view the world as a global system, the fate of all of
us is captive to ecological, security, economic, technological, and
modernizing trends which hold us in a "spaceship earth." Accord-
ing !o this view, the language of nationalism in education about in-
ternational relations is inadequate to prepare us for the "histori-
cally new and emergent features of the human condition. ""

Thus, unlike those who advocate education for international un-
derstanding, world citizenship or world-mindedness, those who
see the world as an "emerging" social system or society feel that
previous international education missed the "systemness" which
is the essence of world change. Lee Anderson put the matter suc-
cinctly when he stated:

Admittedly the picture of the world as a planetary society is not the
best of all possible photographs of man's contemporary condition,
and hopefully it will not be long before our conceptual lenses be-
come much more refined. But in the meantime this picture provides a
comparatively better image of "the real world" than does our inher-
ited image of the world as a mosaic of different lands and peoples or
as a pool table on whose surface are arrayed self-contained balls
called nation-states.'s

The solution, however, to the education of youth into the emerg-
ing international system is frequently seen as the same-by those
advocating the global system view and those ascribing to the unity
of man view. It is to broaden the area of children's loyalty and con-
cern. Thus, educators who subscribe to the global system view
hold that loyalty to the emerging global system comes about when
people find the institutions of the existing State to be inadequate.
But even then, their emotional commitment to the nation-state is so
strong that only through a massive effort at propagandization can
loyalties be shifted to a new global focus. As social-psychologist
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Herbert Kelman once observed, since loyalties follow effective in-
stitutions, the building of global "functional interdependencies"'
(transnational organizations such as the Common Market, multi-
national corporations and the like) whose virtues can be communi-
cated to the young will give substance to the fight against the bar-
riers of the nation-state. The nongovernmental supranational
institutions these educators presumabl) see as a "force for peace"
are "actors" such as Gulf Oil ITT and the International Union of
Philatelists. Yet the evidence is contradictor) and unclear about
these new elements of international politics. Will,, for instance, the
role of large multinational corporations increasingly displace na-
tions? Or will nations find a "handle" by treaty or state-practice to
regulate great international firms? And will these firms, which
tend to act to maximize profit, find their behavior congruent with
social goals of the nations in which they do business? If not, then
will the result be "peaceful" or will it exacerbate social tensions
which can cause internal political upheavals which, in turn, can
cause regional instability that invites military intervention by
great powers?

Similarl), there is not firm evidence that international associa-
tions of scientists or increasing interactions of professions across
the globe will greatly reduce conflict among nations. In 1914, a
significant part of the German officer corps had studied ia France
and yet its nationalism was not quelled. Similarly in 1914, the in-
tegration of the German and French economy was about the same
as it was in 1967. Even in our day -to -day life, we know that seeing
and ha% ing contact with people who are different really does not
h) itself, contribute to understanding or a reduction of tension. In
the long run, there are few facts to render an assured opinion that
nongovernmental units are actuali) peaceful phenomena.

International educators of the global system persuasion, then,
have set themselves a twofold task. One is to point to the possi-
bilities for the development of new institutions in an embryonic
international system. The second is to build a commitment among
children to this nascent transnational system and its processes
while its development is acknowledged to be just under way. In-
ternational educators admit that there is more than a little rnimipu-
lation needed to make this emerging world system psycho:0g
viable for the young. Educators are concerned about "vestigia'" at-
tachments to the nation-state. But since the nation-state has a hr
start in commanding attachment and legitimacy, it is only natural
that education is frequently seized upon as a "major force'' which
can break this vicious circle, where'
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The failure to eduLate children for a global :ociety strengthens the
barriers against the development of such a society, the harriers
against the development of a global society, in turn, help to account
for the failure of the educational system to provide adequate prepa-
ration,'"

Some of the normative 'Ind prescriptive imphcatio. .luch are
inherent to the pedagogy of the world as a system are also common
to the view of the world as a normative unity. Adherents of both vi-
sions of international society display a keen sense of missiona
kind of proselytizing imperative. Both indicate that if peace is to
be firmly anchored in lasting institutions, there must be a corre-
sponder -, in the way people feel about their fellow humans ev-
erywhiie. Then viable transnational institutions and processes
will, it is believed, take deep root and prosper.

There is also the feeling, common to both images and ped-
agogies that the nation-state is doomed. Fin ther, the process of the
passing of nation-states could and should be encouraged by in-
struction of the young. Nati, nality should not be any more of a
binding tie than one's commitment to the global commonweal. De-
veloping loy ally in children can he achieved by instruction empha-
sizing global institutions and processes that fulfill people's social
needs As children come to view world community as the ultimate
positive achievement they will develop new allegiances which ex-
tend beyond the nation-state.

This pedagogy of a new world order,, especially as elaborated by
social scientists who suggest the global-systems approach, de-
serves additional scrutin.... Take the matter of citizen participation
in global society. At least the older, World Federalist vision very
much implied citizenship and participation in the nation-st .te
structures. But the new systems metaphor is an abstraction that
yields very little immediate satisfaction about citizen participa-
tion. From the systems perspective citizenship is merely some-
thing akin to being a cell in a large organism. The cell has no means
of controlling the organism nor any way of understanding how the
various parts of the organism relate to each other. Even assuming
that other parts of the world are undergoing the process of integra-
tion that Europe or the West has experienced, how does the meta-
phor of membership in global society aid indviduals to "cope- or
participate in their political destiny beyond mental acquiescence
(if that is the meaning of "cope") or understanding (if that is the
,:,caning of "cope") or toleration of their predicament (if that is
the meaning of "cope)? It is not clear what an individual's obliga-
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tions and rights would he as a member of the human species with-
out some "narrow nationalist'. base.

Does this imply that individuals cannot be taught to participate
in the present international system? No, on the contrary, it is ap-
parent that individuals can, do and should take part in con-
sequential political activity not bound b., the nation-state. Never-
theless. the means by which most 'ndividuals can ameliorate the

more pressing problems of our agepoverty, ecology, and secu-
rit, are still sub-global,, and usually national and sub-national.
Other means are just not apparent except to those technocratic
elites of business, government or academe who subscribe to the
global systems approach. And even these elites invariably have
their behavior mediated by the State.

So then, if we are to teach young people how to "cope" with
their global s., stem's reality and to participate in the international
community. it would seem only fair to see that they are familiar
k% oh the levers of potential change within the State that can affect
behavior external to the State. Instruction in human destiny may
save young people from "future shock.' But if pedagogy is clouded
by metaphors which deliberately pass over national institutions,
as international educators sometimes suggest, in order to bring
awareness to the larger human conditions, change in the larger
system might be more obstructed than aided.

Thus, when considering the implications of the global-systems
approach, one should remember that science and technology may
well integrate the worldat least in physical and economic
senselong before any viable international political structures
appear. In the meantime technology tends to leave profound cul-
tural dislocations. Moreover, whether or not we should welcome
or encourage the most viable appurtenances of "modernization"
Holiday Inns, color T.V., Coca Colaor should seek alternative
strategies for the preservation of cultures under technological as-
sault is one question which both scholars and educators might do

well to address.
In addition, the abstract nature of a world-systems imagery may

seem especially vacuous to the poor and the oppressed, and per-
haps even to the middle-class. A system which is on as large a level
of organization as the international system yields pedagogic pre-
scriptions which would ring empty., one suspects, in Watts or Har-
lem. The international educator of the global system persuasion
tends to put an emphasis on science. And science now has no cul-
tural definition, for science is universal. The result of this ap-
proach is a search for soci,i1 levels kN, ithout local cultural substance
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or comfort. How meaningful would the following injunction, found
in Social Education, about citizenship for a new age be to students
in the inner-city?

1 he importance of being aware of ... problems created by scien-
tific breakthroughs can no longer be minimized by stating that "the
chief duty of the American citizen is to vote Vote he must for na-
tional survival but for human survival, he must come to terms with
science.'"

The view that multi- level loyalties are desirable in an emerging
transnatioaal global society implies a kind of "assimilation." It
suggests that one can instruct an awareness of what humans have
in common rather than emphasize national or parochial unique-
ness. Some international educators, therefore, would abolish "we"
from the classroom.'I Of course, if intellectuals think "we" is un-
necessary it is one thing; but for others it is a living necessity. For
those nations and peoples who are just regaining their sense of his-
tory, and for those whose identity is inextricable from their nation
propagation of multinational loyalties may only serve as a schol-
arly euphemism for national destruction.

International educators who hold the world-systems view feel
that loyalties to the State and the international system need not be
antithetical but rather can coexist side by side with each other.
Moreover, international educators commonly suggest that we can
hold meaningful loyalties to institutions at the nation-state level
and to those that are emerging at the global-systems level at the
same time, Yet this literature also asks for an abolition of ethno-
centrism What du, s this mean if it is not the squaring of the circle?

If our institutions were not felt to be superior, at least for us,
they would be equal to all others. If they were equal to all others
we should be indifferent to what institutions we do have since they
would be no different than others. Thus, pride in our institutions is
psychologically and logically useless if one accepts the initial as-
sumption of the equality of institutions which international educa-
tors hold. For they cannot coexist on the basis of equality.

The international educator asks that we he ready to give up our
national loyalty to the gossamer and still inchoate structures of the
"emerging world system." But the' problem of international educa-
tion when it prophesies and promotes the world as a system is that
individuals can too readily get trapped,, in Matthew Arnold's
words, "between two worlds. ona dead I andl the other powerless
to be born.-

To the advocoke of the global-systems view, international educa-
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non for the fut ire' is critical .(lea is that we need a -pro" atti-
tude toward change into the e% °king world system. aril that we
must predict the future and shape it for the young. Granted, an
ability to ealuate, react and even adapt to change is a necessary
human skill which education should seek to foster. But should edu-
cation always engender "positive" attitudes toward change:' A

question to be addressed might well he "How does one decide
\\,h1(.11 changes to make and when and how can we deal with these
programmatically rather than simply on the basis of good feelings
or social engineering?"

International educators frequently predict "aat individuals will
realize "self-conceptions of membership- in the developing world
system They suggest that these "self-conceptions" be taught so as
to make them "conscious- and "constructive," "They feel that pre-
paring the (rung for the future is a duty of those who have an un-
der)(tanding of current trends. Apparently, many international
educators of the global-s stems persuasion believe this insight can
be transmitted \\Ith enthusiastic rational argument and instruc-
tion. Is it only self-assurance that prompts these educators to dis-
miss objections to global society as an "emotionally uncomfortable
idea' because it only fills a need for some people's identity and
cannot, therefore, be countered with rational argument? Or is it a
kind of mandarin elitism that assumes some kinds of identit!, (even
if they are "parochial") have to be subsidiary to the export of so-
cial science' to the classroom? Perhaps the international educator
sees the future and knows that if onl he or she can in the hearts
and minds of the oung his or her vision will have substance.

ronclusion
The problem facing social studies educators today is not so much

to choose' one or another of the three; frameworks just reviewed as
"r wilt" or necessarily better lot all purposes. Rather, the problem
is in insuring that we appreciate the implications and assumptions
of each framework for international education, and that we are
sell-conscious about \\, 111(11 world -view underlies these distinct
traneworks In essence, then, the, task of the teacher is to locate
suitable: tools of explanation of an incr.() :;tingly complex and fast-
changing international political reality. (;riticai to this task is find-
ing appropriate' concepts which can convey meaning about inter-
national affairs which cover such seemingly diverse subjects as
nuclear proliferation and Third World population pressures.
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Concepts are. in fact, the key to finding the essence of the subject
matter we wish to convey. In this sense. concepts stand in relation
to reality as an artist's portrait does to a snapshot. The advantage
and unique contribution of cm artist is that he conveys a kind of
highlighted essence which, shorn of the photograph's detail, con-
veys a reality which may not be evident in the thoroughness of the
photograph. Concepts give organization to events, things and
people who occupy seemingly diverse arenas of time and space.
Take, for instance. the events in France in July 1789 and the events
in Russia in October 1917 and in America in 1776. Without the con-
cept of revolution it would be difficult to compare and contrast
these phenomena. But with a unifying concept such as revolution
we can begin systematic inquiry. We can ask, for instance, what
are the causes of these kinds of phenomena: how do they differ
and how are they alike?

Concepts embrace phenomena. help us order and classify them;,
concepts help us ask questions by which we can make comparisons
within a class of phenomena and between different classes of phe-
nomena. But the process of deriving conceptual frameworks and
exploring their inner meaning has limitations. In physics, for in-
stance,, two different concepts "explain" electricity. For some pur-
poses electricity is best conceived of as waves of energy. For other
purposes electricity is usefully thought of as a stream of particles.
In this way, concepts stand to reality like the plasticine overlays of
a biology text with replicas of the cardiovascular system, the skele-
tal system, and the nervous system stand to the human body. Each
sheet "explains" a good deal by ignoring a good deal more. Yet if
we were to actually look at the total biological reality of humans at
one time, the picture would he as crammed and detailed as a living
person.

The three conceptual alternatives for viewing human social and
international behav for are. then. like plasticine overlays. Each has
a certain usefulness that highlights some kinds of processes, mo-
tives and events and obscures others. Each is akin, in this sense, to
the relationship that a portrait bears to a snapshot. A portrait high-
lights what the artist considers the essential qualities Jf an individ-
ualkindness. cruelty or mysterywhile snapshots are detailed
but flat representations that, by showing all usually reveal little.
The three concepts we offer herethe view of global moral unity,
the view of a global social system, and the state-centric image of
international politicsare not total explanations. As such it is im-
portant that we not force students to choose among the three alter-
natives. Rattier, we should' help them understand the limitations
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and use of each and form notions of "what is" and "what might
be.- The issue of co-itral concern to us as teachers, then, should
be: How can we he.p students become acquainted with, under-
stand and use the wisdom of the scholars in their own lives?Not:
Which scholars will and/or should students choose as their
heroes?
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CHAPTER 4

Designing
World Studies Programs

In recent years much has been
done to improve the international dimension of elementary and
secondary education, Increased emphasis is being placed upon the
studs of the world outside the United States. Curriculum devel-
opers are evidencing more interest in cross-national and cross-cul-
tural comparative studies of families, political and economic sys-
tems, religions. societies and cultures. Mans educators are calling
for increased objectivity and more intellectual honesty in the ways
in which schools teach soling people about this country, other na-
tions, and international events and institutions. historians and an-
thropologists are more frequently globalizing the study of e.orid
history and attempting to free historical accounts from the ethno-
centric bias that characterizes mans Western versions of human-
kind's heritage. There are more materials that expose students to
non-American perceptions and interpretations of American life
and of United States involvement in the world community. And
the increasing variety of new textbooks, readings, films, simula-
tions and case studies provides teachers with more choice and
help in stimulating student interest.

These trends illustrate the considerable progress being made in
improving international education in American schools. But edu-
cation must he judged by the magnitude of society's needs as well
as by evidence of past progress. Preparing young people to live

69
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constructively in the world of the twenty-first century means con-
fronting the global issues of war terrorism, pollution, shrinking re-
sources, racial tensions, economic strife. and use of outer space.
Viewed from this perspeche, today 's educational system pro-
vides little ground for complacency

Improvements in international education, like improvements in
education more generally, depend upon a great many factors: the
insight and commitment of those making the changes; the clarity
and appropriateness of the objectives and goals that guide efforts
in this field; the extent and quality of the research and devel-
opment work, and the degree to which the needed intellectual and
material resources are identified and mobilized to assist schools
and scholars in their efforts to improve international studies.

There are virtually endless opportunities to bring students into
contact with the issues, enjoyments, concerns and problems of our
increasingly interdependent world. But where should one begin
among all the data books, bibliographies, film catalogues, listings
of study/travel opportunities and computerized inventories of ma-
terials, resources and research findings? In the previous chapters
we have provided some notion of alternative ways of viewing the
world along with a review of curient research, and knowledge
about children's international learning. In this chapter we will
suggest Way 3 to provide students "th the knowledge,, skills, atti-
tudes and % alues they need in an increasingly interdependent
world.

Goals and Motivations

As we have seen,, the beliefs, attitudes, values and knowledge
youngsters hold about the world differ. These differences can
largely be explained in terms of learned patterns of social behav-
ior. The recognition that particular views of the world scene are
developed from early childhood, are cumulative, and are pro-
duced by both formal (in school) and informal experience suggests
that teachers need to be sensitive to the living / learning processes
of students. When objectives or educational experiences are im-
posed upon students simply in order to satisfy a school policy or a
course requirement, their impact is likely to be negligible.

Just as there are divergent views of the world, so there are dif-
fering opinions about the goals of international education. None-
theless, there is considerable agreement among edurltors and lay
persons alike that school curricula should help students develop
the capacities to lead productive, meaningful lives. Guiding those
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who make decisions in this field are assumptions about the nature
of the problems today's students will deal with as adults, the type
of experiences most likely to enable them to develop the capacities
to cope with these problems, and the most effective and appropri-
ate ways to provide these experiences.

Our summary of research in Chapter 2 and review of alterna-
tive ways of viewing the world in Chapter 3 cannot and should
not in and of themselves define the objectives of international edu-
cation. They can focus attention on some of the issues which con-
cern scholars and foster an understanding of the process through
which students acquire their beliefs about the world beyond our
borders. Hence they can help guide teachers in their efforts to fa-
cilitate young people's international education.

But what beliefs, what attitudes and what kind of knowledge
best serve students? Our motivations and concerns as educators
largely determine these choices. Teachers who see education, like
military power, as a way of furthering national ambitions will de-
velop programs quite unlike those designed by teachers who see
education as a means of building better cross-cultural or global re-
lations among people and nations. Those who view the heads of
nations as the only major "actors" of the world scene will create
programs with quite different emphasis from those who view stu-
dents, scholars, civic and religious organizations, business inter-
ests and other institutions which operate across national bound-
aries as important "world actors."

Teachers, like editors, newscasters and historians, have the
problem of deciding what to includewhat to present to their lis-
teners, readers, students. Different curricular content or emphasis
produces different patterns of achievement. This is not surprising.
If students are expected to learn certain content or skills, provision
must be made for such learning in the classroom and in extracur-
ricular activities.

The selection of content and curriculum can be thought of as a
powerful tool for stimulating and directing the learning capacities
of students. thus largely determining their achievement. If this be
the case, the decisions and processes involved in selecting subject
matter and experiences for inclusion or special emphasis are very
important.

The development of units, courses or programs in world studies
must, therefore, deal with such questions as: "What aspects of the
worldthat is what phenomena or objectsdoes one seek to help
students understand?" and "What are the qualities, character-
istics, or capacities one seeks to develop within students?"
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A useful exeimse f or those who plan programs in this field might
he to make a list o' goals and purposes in international education
or to consider some of the goals suggested b authors in the field.
Such lists can he used to note preferences and priorities as well as
to check the extent to w loch present programs are geared to those
preferences. Smart suggests eight kinds of orientations for inter-
national education

(1)

t2t

Introducing 11 elA ideas

1)e% eloping a synthesis of value systems related to an emerging world
culture

13) Tracing notional development.
1.1) Studding and promoting national political power.

(5) Fostering mutual understanding and cooperation.
(6) Prepl cng students for life in a global context
(Zt Developing a credo% e attitude toward diversit}

(8) Furthering discovery of truth.

A simpler listing might include:

(t) Developing an appreciation of link ersal values.

(2) Contributing to national development and power
(3) Budding international understanding and cooperation
(4) Working for world peace

(3) Preparing for world citizenship.

Anderson suggests a threefold classification of educational goals:
those oriented primarily "toward the well-being of the world as a
whole." those oriented "toward the nation** and those oriented
"toward being a citizen in a great democracy."

Yet another statement of goals ma be found in the Appendix
under the heading "Guidelines for World Studies." This list of ob-
jectives could be used to enable teachers to record their own pref-
erences. The Guidelines also include checklists to assist teachers
in choosing materials and experiences which seem appropriate for
their students and communit setting. and which are in keeping
with the goals and objectives selected.

Checking Student Views

Just as knowing "where we are'' is important in deciding what
to teach. knowing "where students are" is gi.;nerally accepted as
a necessar and desirable' basis for fashioning activities for the
classroom.
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As we saw in Chapter 2, there is a wide range of questions one
can ask students to ascertain their orientations toward the world.
Rather than try to list any specific set of such questions here, let us
suggest different types of information about student orientations
that could he helpful. It would be useful to have information
about:

1. Students' Images and perceptions of their own and other nations as ac-
tors in the international system

2. Students' awareness and images of the functions performed by differ-
ent international organizations.

3. Students' orientations toward international conflict and conflict resolu-
tion, particularly war

4 Students' Orientations toward international collaboration and coopera-
tion. particularly peace

5 Students' images and attitudes toward international power or influ-
ence

6 Students' images of the problem of managing intergroup violence.
7 Students' images of and attitudes toward the problem of population

growth.

8 Students' images of and attitudes toward the problem of global hunger
and poverty.

Teacher Preferences

Ultimately, it is a combination of student orientation and
teacher preferences that determines the selection of the resources.
opportunities and experiences used to fashion a world studies pro-
gram. But just as student attitudes reflect a composite of influ-
ences. so teacher preferences grow out of a variety of factors:
awareness of accumulated experience in the field, differing views
of the world, research findings, alternative strategies of instruction
and theories of learning, as well as sensitivity to societal needs and
problems and pressures from the community. The point here is
that the program or curriculum in a school often reflects the as-
sumptions. the preferences. priorities and understandings of those
who make the decisions. Making these preferences known can
help in the discussion of alternatives and in the process of reach-
ing agreement and consensus: moil; importantly it can contribute
to self-awareness, an important ingredient in situations involving
human communication. Instead of smoothing over differences in
outlook, educators ought to be ope n,to each other's views and per-
spectives as they work to define the goals and purposes of inter-
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national education Dey eloping or nit ising curricula should be an
educational process in itself.

Educators and the World of Scholarship

Ideally, educators who design programs in the international
field should be able to draw upon a vast body of international af-
fairs scholarship Too often, however, educators are stymied by a
lack of knowledge about the nature and relevance of scholarship.
What do scholars know or behey 0 Flow do they explain what is
happening on the world scenes How can their explanations help
teachers and students? Before trying to deal with these questions
in a general sense, let us look at two developments which involve
both scholars and classroom teachersthe media and inter-
cultural training.

Media and International Studies

The mass media, especially television, have an immense influ-
ence on the peoples of industrialized countries and play an impor-
tant role in youngsters' international learning. Through the media,
young and old alike are constantly bombarded with facts, ideas,
biases and impressions about what is happening in the world
today. As we saw in Chapter 2, in our country many if not most
young people look to the media as their major source of informa-
tion and ideas about what is going on both nationally and inter-
nationally. Yet the media and the schools present information and
interpretations of events in very different ways. The tensions be-
tween the' government and the media, so obvious in the Indochina
and Watergate cony ulsions, complicate the school's role of helping
students learn to -read- the media. The schools thus have several
complex tasks in relation to the media. to encourage intelligent use
of media information, to counter possible misinterpretations aris-
ing out of media presentations and to place in perspective the var-
ied and sometimes opposing postures taken by the media, the gov-
ernment and the schools.

Both sets of influencesschools and mediaare mediated for
the children by their tendency to extract latent messages and by
their cognitiye deke101)11Thilt,11 level, which determines their read-
iness to understand material and the way in which they will re-
solve contradictions. Young people seek help in deciphering infor-
mation and in understanding the' discrepancies between school
information and media intormation. Schools, for example, often
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tend to gis,e the impression that by affirming our ideals or stance
we have achieved them. Fret,aently, they give insufficient atten-
tion to the conflicts that exist. News programming in television, on
the other hand, often seems preoccupied with shifting from one vi-
olent scene to another without continuity and with little effort
being made to establish any relationship between the cause and
effect.

The problem of ' iolence and discontinuity, in television news is
especially acute with respect to the coverage of international
events. Among the whole range of political phenomena in both
systems portrayed by the media, national events are generally
given greater priority than international events in terms of time
and space. A ty pical national news presentation carries stories of
everything from school board politics to the more spectacular fea-
tures of our society. On the other hand, the small amount of time
usually go. en (Ain' in the media to international events typically
emphasizes the more calamitous aspects of international society.
The quotient of misfortune and violence in international news cov-
erage usually exceeds the quotient of misfortune and violence in
national news coverage. International society, then, is all too fre-
quently equated in the media as a society of hostility, explosion
and catastrophe, while domestic society is characterized by a
range of activities from harmony to disruption.

Whatever their shortcoming, how el, er, the mass media have be-
come so all-pervasive as to change dramatically the teacher's role
from one of dispensing information to one of helping students gain
a perspective on trends and events, only the surface of which is re-
ported in the daily news. Preparing young people to appraise the
information provided by the mass media involves giving them the
ability to:

PI Understand the use, limitations and liabilities of the whole range of
media,

(2) "Read' public statements of governments, official denials, announce-
ments from official sources and public relations messages.

(3) Detect typical Ltdses in the media.

(4) Recognize II, r oltmal contact which helps explain human behavior

(5) Piece together Iragmentar information from different sources in or-
der to arrke at a platiNlidt: uXplandholl of an international affairs is-
sue or event

(6) Per( eo,e the process of news gathering and distribution, including the
,va) in ,, hich certain biases are built into the process.
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Git en the unportante attached to the media by .,oungsters,
schools need to become' more acute participants in the process of
media utilization. One 1,1,11, they can do this is by having students
disems in class what they hat a seen on television. A more funda-
mental approach would be to demonstrate how local, manillal and
cultural biases influence the media's selection and use of informa-
tion in such a way as to produce distorted images of other peoples
and other nations. Educators need to design programs that will
help students make the images in their heads bear a closer resem-
blance to reality, Basic to such programs are the goals of helping
students see the world as others see it, creating an awareness of
and adeptness in using alternative sources of information and
evaluation, and developing a willingness to consider competing
views of reality.

understanding competing sews of reality, and seeing the world
as others sea it are emphasized in many intercultural education
prowams Basic to such understanding is the culture concept.
Scholars have many important insights to offer here. Before re-
turning to the overall issue of scholarly input to designing inter-
national studies, let us look briefly, at one approach to intercultural
training.

Cross-cultural Training and Experience

Doing something that int oh es the iletud crossing of cultural
ioundaries seems to he an effective way of learning about inter-
cultural processes. As in the process of developing a sense of na-
tional identity, learning t &elate to people in other cultures re-
quires self-awareness, that is, a sense of one's own cultural
identity. Ircidcaily, until an individual has become involved with
people from other cul' 'res, it is diffic' for him or her to experi-
ence his or her own (nton,. Persons s,)o can consciously articu-
late their on self-images can begin to see how other people se-
them.

The culture conceptthe notion that everyone has different
wars of knowing about the world and of doing thingsis a key idea
in efforts to further cross-cultural understanding. The ways in
which indit 'duals interpret et ents, fo-m judgments and reach de-
cisions are largely culturally detcrti,..ed. We as individuals con-
stantly solid messages or present views to others,, but if their cul-
tural perspeent e is different from ours, they may misread our
meaning and we may misintet ri et their response. The capacity to
understand the other person's response is crucial Mans inter-
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cultural problems arise from the failure of each party to recognize
tae assumptions and values held by the other.

One device for de% eloping cultural self-awareness designed by
the Human Resources Research Organization at George Washi:
ton t lniversity uses the concept of a "contrast-American." Ameri-
can assumptions and values in five categories- activity, social
relationship, motivation, perception of the world, and perception
of self and individual--are juxtaposed against a mirror image of
these traits.

Competition, for example, is viewed as an acceptable moth ating
force in American culture and as unacceptable or demeaning in
the contrast culture. The American sees the world as materials, to
he exploited for human beings' benefit. The contrast-American
sees the world as spiritual and human beings as inseparable from
it The American fragments personalities;, in order to work with a
person one does not need to accept the person as a whole. In the
contrast culture one often cann')t work with a person of a different
religion, belief or code of ethics. The contrast culture does not por-
tray a particular culture, but rather provides a contrast that helps
make visible one's own culture. Such a scheme, especially when
combined with role play ing and simulations,, can help increase un-
derstanding of American cultural traits as well as increase our
level of cultural self-awareness.

The "information processing" approach associated with utiliz-
ing the media, and the "culture concept" basic to intercultural ap-
proaches are examples of contributions or insights by scholars
which enhance t.,e teaching of international studies. Many other
contributions could he cited. Nevertheless, educators need to be
aware that the scholar's mode cf operation does not necessarily
match that of the educator. International education tends to focus
on the "here and now" world in which students most live, while
scholarship proceeds in a conceptual time lag The phenomena as-
sociated with nationalism, for example, appeared long before the
term was coined or the concept became a useful tool for analysis.
Similarly, the concepts and terms used to describe or analyze
transnational phenomena today may suffer a lag. The remark has
been made that "it is a poor historian who cannot predict the
past." Scholarship, in other words, is most effective when dealing
with past events: the ''cutting .ige" of scholarship may be no
more significant than the speculations or queries scholars make
about the future.
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Just scholarly conclusions are slow in emerging, so scholar-
ship is notoriously slow in being transmitted to oi accepted in
schools. While there may be some merit in this deliberate pace,
the fact that scholars are generally willing to share with teachers
only the things they see as certainties may verely circumscribe
their involvement in and contributions to school efforts. Yet it
would be foolish for elementary and secondary educators to make
decisions about international education without the benefits of the
views of scholarsnot just what scholars know for sure,- but
what they believe are the crucial issues and developments that
need attention.

The three current vies of world we summarized earlier re-
flect the state of intern Tonal relations scholarship. Recall, they
are'

(1) the world as nations
(2) the world as a system
(3) the world as a human community

We will first illustrate how scholars' view of international affairs
might be applied to the day-to-day sort of things we are likely to
discuss with students. Then. we will consider how their alternative
views might be related to the overall design of curricula. As for the
day-to-day I:.des of questions each approach implies,, consider the
October 1973 War in the Mideast. The conflict and its aftermath
were the kinds of events which could hardly escape notice. Using
the "billiard ball" or the world-as-nations frame of reference, one
might ask:

1. Who are the State actors involved in the conflict?

2. Who were their allies?
3. What was the "interest" of the states involved?
4 Were the interests of thc superpowers the same (the Soviet Union and

the United States)? Were they different? Was their behavior con-
gruent with their interests?

5. What would "victory'" look like for the combatants? Illustrate both
sides' notion of victory Is this the same as "success"?

6. What would be a "victor)." for the superpowers (the Soviet Union
and the United States)? What would be a livable settlement?

7. What "compromise" or settlement would be feasible for the com-
batants?

8 What are some of the reasons why agreement or settlement might be
hard to achieve?
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9 What are some of the means the States involved used to try to get their
views accepted?

10. What are some of the factors that might make a settlement more likely
now than in the past?

The world-as-systems approach, on the other hand, emphasizes
essentially non - military issues. Thus, questions appropriate to the
Mideast or other circumstances might be:

1. Who were the non-State, international actors involved (oil companies,
OPEC, the Palestine Liberation Front, the United Nations)?

2 What were their interests?

3. How did they behave? Was their behavior convient with their inter-
ests?

4. What non-military effect did this conflict have on other regions? (The
Common Market, Latin America., individual countries, for instance,
suffered from an oil embargo.)

5. What ran-military reaction did these areas and countries exhibit? (I.e.,
Japan changed its diplomatic posture toward the Arabs and broke with
the United States in the face of a potentially crippled economy )

6 What effect did domestic opinion in the various regions of the world
have on the conflict? Before the conflict, during it and afterwards? Was
domestic. opinion important? How?

7 Did any new, non-military. international relationships result from the
conflict? Where? Describe.

Finally, moral issues are critical to all judgments of inter-
national affairs. However, they involve a different kind of analysis
with different criteria or epistemologies. We know something is
"right" in different fashion than we "know' how much oil the
United States lost because of the embargo. Questions appropriate
to the world as a human community view might include:

1. Who were the actors (State and non-State) and what were their moral
positions?

2. Which actors seemed to be more morally Justified in their goals?

3. Were their policies morally congruent and proportionate to their ends?
Did their ends Justify their means?

4. How did the moral issues differ from the legal issues of the actors in-
volved?

5. Were any new moral or legal principles developed or established as a
result of this conflict? What precedence do these principles have histor-
ically (e.g., the right of displaced peoples to homelands or the uses of
international police forces??
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6 Es there a difference between the party's moral position and inter-
national standards?

7'. Are the ethical positions of these parties valid? What are your criteria
(e.g . the greatest good to the greatest number, the oldest Intel national
law, etc.)?

8 Can there be a difference between justice for a group in a specific situ-
ation and the "needs of the international community"?

As can be seen from the above examples, each of these frame-
works emphasizes some aspects of the global activity of man and
leaves out others. The state-centered framework is probably the
most familiar of the three, largely because educational systems are
operated and perpetuated by governments. Given the traditional
and continuing emphasis on national history as the heart of civic or
social education,, the "world-as-nations" outlook still tends to pre-
dominate in th schools. Now, however, there seems to be more
scope for coml. ;ng viewpoints. The "world as human communi-
ty." which has .ung had the visionary support of various philoso-
phers, educators and lay persons alike, can now find a place in the
educational system. The notion of "world as system" is also begin-
ning to enjoy more prominence, due in large measure to the new
perspectives afforded by space exploi ,tion and the obvious effects
of global economic interdependence.

For purposes of deciding what kind of program best serves the
students in a particular school, these frameworks can be used as
the basis of a series of overlays, through which the relevant factors
listed so farstudent orientations, teacher goals and preferences
and available resources and opportunitiescan be matched up
with each other and with the most appropriate conceptual ap-
proach. The overlays should reveal the degree to which all the
variables or ingredients overlap or coincide, as well as the extent
to which the fall into one or more of the scholarly frameworks
summarized in Chapter 3.

Designing lessons or curricula utilizing the data and process out-
_

lined here might proceed like this:

(1) Students are asked to draw pictures, write or reco^rl a statement of
what the believe the world will be like in 1990. A second exercise
might he to ask them to indicate what they believe they will he ooing
at that time.
Teachers might be asked to do the same exercise. The questionnaire
discussed in Chapter 2 could he used for this purpose

(2) Checklists and quesOnnaires are used to elicit student beliefs and
knowledge about other peoples and cultures and issues such as pov-
erty, war, energy pollution.
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(3) A list of generalizations suppm led or suggested by research is made
available.

(4) Statements representing alternative views of the world are presented.
(5) Information a bout available opportunities, resources and expertise is

made available

The exercise involves individual students, then groups, and ulti-
mately the entire class in a process of sifting and sorting through
impressions, preferences and other data, and developing a stance
that takes into account as many' of the elements and as much of the
data as are consistent with the position taken by all: individuals,,
groups and the class as a whole. The teacher's preferences regard-
ing goals and objectives would,, of course, come into play through
the selection of materials prior to the exercise as well as in the or-
ganization of the class, but much of the activity would be struc-
tured on the basis of student input.

A less free-wheeling approach would be for the teacher, after
collecting data about student interests, attitudes and knowledge of
world affairs, to develop a series of activities, lessons or situations
in which students would not only lear.-.1 about but reveal their pref-
erences regarding the alternative li:oncworks posed in this vol-
ume.

Students could be assigned readings and reports, followed by
class discussions of the merits or usefulness of the alternative
frameworks in their effort to better understand world affairs.

For viewing the world as nations, for example, students might
read from publications such as:

The Anatomy of Voreign Policy Decisions, Dean Rusk, Department of
State, Washington, D C., 1965.

Armed Intervention !hider What Circumstances? Education Devel-
opment (;enter /Sacral Studies Program, 15 Mifflin Place, Cambridge,,
Massachusetts. 1970,

USA Foreign Policy, Kasten E.A Borg (ed ). McDougal. [Audi and
Co . Evanston. Illinois, 1974.

Issues Tinto) A series produced b> the Department of State., Wash-
ington, I) C

Simulation games, such as the following, might be, used:

Internotion Simulation, Science Research Associates, Chicago, Illi-
nois

DungerousParallel. Scott, Foresman and Co.. Chicago, Illinois,
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If the world is being viewed as a system the class might react from
materials such as:

Intercom #73. reaching Toward Global Perspectives.- Center for
War/Peace Studies, 218 East 18th Street, New York, New York.
Organizations Among Nations, American Education Publications,
Education Center, Columbus. Ohio 43216.
"Beyond the Nation State." Lester Pearson, Saturday Review, Febi u-
ary 15, 1969.

World Society, John Burton, Cambridge University Press, New York,
1972

The world as a community stance would have students read from
materials such as:

The Learning Society, Robert I lutchms. New American Library, New
York. 1969

"The End of American Independence, Lester Brown, Saturday Re-
view/World, December 18, 1973.
"The Humanist Manifesto," The Humanist Magazine September/
OLiober. 1973
"The Ideal of tiuman Unity.," Iry Aurobindo., UNESCO Courier, Oc-
tober. 1972.
"Education for Mankind." John Goodlad International Understand-
ing at School, UNESCO Curricula No. 26, November 1973.

A variety of visual materials, new texts and supplementary ma-
terials. together with the mass media, are beginning to communi-
cate a more accurate sense of human similarities and differences..'
Problems which transcend national boundaries are also receiving
more attention in both formal and non-formal educational settings.
New maps of the planet are being developed which show shared
ethnic. and cultural interests, ecological perspectives, overlapping
social and economic concerns, as well as geopolitical configura-
tions.

`The massive amounts of data available in world studies have
such a scope and variety that any one best curriculum selection
seems highly dubious. Learning to sift and sort through this mass of
data in order to separate the significant from the trivial is crucial.
Utilizing the insights of scholars and the benefits of related re-
search can improve the process, but perhaps even more important
is increased interaction and greater self-awareness among stu-
dent, parent, teacher, and scholar alike.

In a world where defensiveness coexists with integration. hostil-
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ity with cooperation, and nationalism with transnationalism, na-
tions compete with each other for scarce resources, but at the same
time find it in their own self-interest to cooperate with each other
and integrate their behavior with other nations. The Soviet Union
and China purchase wheat from the West despite a long and bitter
history of mutual distrust a Id ideological contention. And all the
rhetoric about national interests and sovereignty has not pre-
vented governments from making literally thousands of functional
agreements designed to provide needed services across national
boundaries. It should be a major airs of international ed ication to
provide a context that can encompass isolation and integration, di-
versity and unity, aggression and cooperation.

International education today requires knowing fads, how to
use them and how to find or create new facts, "the art of the utili-
zation of knowledge" as Whitehead defined education. If inter-
national education, is to be improved, educators will have to bare
their efforts upon what is known both about the world and how
children learn about the world. We hope this book provides help-
ful information in these areas.

FOOTNOTES

'Reginald Smart. "The Goals and Definitions of International Education. Agenda
for Discussion." International Studies Quarterly. Vol 15. No. 4. (December. 1971).
442-464 By permission of the publisher Sage Publications. Inc.

'See especially Man A Course of Study (Cambridge. tv1assachusetts Education
Development Center. Inc 1970)
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PART I
A World Studies Bibliography

A. Background Reading and
Sources of Materials for Teachers

Books

Becker. fames NI . and !toward I) Mehlinger. eds Internotionol Dimensions in the
Social Studies, 3Hth Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies, Wash-
ington. D C . 196H Offers a setting and a framework for international studies
Emphasizes the need for new perspectives in many related areas

Hecker. lames Education for a Global Society Phi Della Kappa Educational Foun-
dation, Bloomington. Indiana, 1973. Outlines some of the imperati% es of global-
ism, filo% ides a perspective on transnational participation, and offers some
guidelines for global education in schools

Bohr ow. Da% is IF International RelationsNew Approaches Free Press. New
York, 1972 Pro% ides an o% er% levy of new approaches aril suggests a basis for
e%aluating both new and more traditional approaches lasts sources of change
and pro% ides example. of newer methods of analysis.

Brown, Lester In the /Ionian Interest A Strategy to Stobilize World Population
W W Norton & Compan%. Inc . New York, 19-4 An interdisciplinary analysis
calling for immediate efforts to stabilize the world s population and abandon
the pursuit of super-affluence

Burton. John World Society Cambridge Um% ersity Press. New York, 1972 An ana-
ly tical interdisciplinary approach which t iews world society as a total environ-
ment Describes ethnic. political, economic and ideological systems and dis-
cusses decision-making. roles, non-national activity, problems of perception.
values and conflict A clear demonstration of a systems approach.

Castel. Helene World Development Macmillar. New York. 1971. A book of read-
ings that raises questions about basic goals and values of development. at-
tempts to place the development process in a context of human dignity and
justice

Commoner, Barry The Closing Circle. Nature. Man and Technology, Alfred Knopf.
New York, 1971 N lucid description of ecology, r id suggestions for some
needed changes in economic thinking if we want to survive

Falk. Richard This Endangered Planet Random House, Ni''.'. York. 1971. Argues
that preoccupation with the warfare-threat system has kept us from dealing
with pmerty racism. oterpopulation, and diseases. calls for massit e redirec-
tion of human energy and material resources

Fisher. Roger. ed international Conflict for Beginners Harper & Row. New York.
1969 A handbook on the analysis of recent international affairs. rises current
problems in presenting ideas. a pragmatic, non-moralistic approach empha-
sizing "Yesable Propositions

Coldenker. Leon The United Nations in International Politics Princeton Unit er-
sits Press. 1971. A number of experts provide answers to such questions as
"flow can we understand the United Nations?" "Flow can we assess the pros-
pects for the future of the UN

tharnao, Arthur, ed International Communication and the New Diplomacy In-
diana I !in% ersity Press. NMI Specialists in various fields discuss what their re-
spot ti% e disciplines can bring to the study of interpersonal and intergroup rela-
tions across national boundaries, and what the difi'ortiat can learn from their
findings

87
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Lox ell. John Foreign Polo } in Perspei tine Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New
York. Pro \n introduction to some of the complexities of the foreign policy
process in the United States Prox ides a useful guide for making independent
assessment of foreign policy

Meadows. Dennis 'the Limits of Growth I'm% erse book. New York. 1972 Pre-
dicts a world -sole collapse %%ithin a century unless the growth of populat,on
and industr is halted and a "global equilibrium" established

Reischauer, ['Assn' 0 Toward the 21st Century Education for a Changing World
Alfred A Knopf. Ness York, 1973 Argues that the um% ersal problems faced by
humankind require international negotiation which in time requires an in-
formed ioti/enry educated in a new and radical') different way [letter under-
standing of the outside world and changes in attitudes to yard other people are
seen as crucial to human sursasal

Russet t. Bruce Nt lh hut Pro e Vigilance The Burdens of Nutionul Defense Yale
1.;msersity Press. 1971) A dispassionate. ()bpi( tix e analysis of why expenditures
for national defense are so high and what some of the consequences are for
American politics, the economy, and the society.

Sprout. Harold, and Margaret Sprout Toward a Politics of the Planet Earth Van
Nostrand-Reinhold, Ness York, 1971 E :\plores the possible rex olutionar) ef-
fects of the thr-at of world-wide ecologu al atastrophe on the organiiation and

ernance of our world Shows how the dilemma of rising demands and in-
sufficient resources is producing important hanges in the power and iodide,
of nations

Hard. Barbara and Rene Dubi, Only One Earth the Care and Mumtenunce r,f a
Small Planet W Norton 6/ Company. In , Nes% York. 1972 Examinc., envi-
ronmental problems in a global 1)cl-slug fix(' Discussed are the social. economic
and political dimensions of such issues as misuse of resources. pollution. pop-
ulation. unbalanced des clopment. and urbanisation Draftod originally as an
unofficial report for the United Nations Confereni e on the Human Ens iron-
ment

Woodward C Vann. e.1 The Gomporatise Approuch to Amerwun History Basic
Hooks. N Y . 19118 Using a chronological f Nimes% ork of traditional topics,
twent-two historians attempt to reinterpre. the Amer man Revoluty n. the
frontier minement world wars. and sex eral other top( s within a comparatixe
framework

Articles
Barnet, Richard The Game of Nations I forper's, No% vilifier 1971 Examines the

mentality behold lmerii as s belief that in order to be the number one nation
you has,. to be able to do shat sou cant. %%lien and %%here you cant to do It

Cousins, Norman Needed ,\ Nes% 1,11irld noun,' Sung 'Saturday Review. filly 13,
1968 , \r. app. al for a change of emphasis in international and cross-cultural
contacts

lams. Irs ing *Giiiiipthink Psychology Today, No% ember 1971 Argues that the
(Imo. for cousensus at any lust helps explain foreign poly disasters in Viet-
nam. tuba, aid Korea.

Smart Reginald Ilia ';oils and Definitions of International Education Agenda
for Dist ussnin International Studies Quarterly, Decembei 1971 Identifies
se%I.ral different %solely accepted goals for international education and demon-
strates the need to faire honesily their imply atoms The goals are national
power mutual understanding. peimeationlif uleati, .11111 n.1111)11,11 (ICA

I iiioninsion 1,1 sin Plandar% isms I lowers, De, ember 1971 Looks to-
%%aril a transbormation 1.1%111/etila, II/ planetvatun ssutli a ins au al saes tc
guide humankind
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Wright, lames I) "Life, rune and the Fortunes of War "Erunsuction, ianuar 1972
The report of a study of whose opinions are more manipulated by the mass me-
diathe common roan or the upper-middle class elites

Pamphlets
Bloomfield. Lincoln P The 'N and World Order I headline Series #197, Foreign Pol-

ic Association New York, October 1969 Examines the :N role it, the efforts to
create world order in the 1970s

Brown, Lester The Interdependence of Notions Headline Series #212, Foreign Pol-
ic Association, New Yolk, 1972 An 0% yrs ie%% of the chief. world-wide threats
to human well-beinghunger. em ironmental deterioration, populatiim growth
and the widening rich-poor gap The author t ails fora reordering of global pri-
orities and argues for replacing United States foreign poll( with one more sen-
sitive to the increasingl interdependent world

Howe /times W Interdeiwndence and the World F:conorn) Headline Series #222.
Foreign Policy \ ssociation, New York, 1974 An analysis of the un;:act of oil
crises on the globa! etnunn Suggests that the de% elopments in the oil industry
herald a new era in who li the health and %Igor of the international economic
order must increasingls become the con( ern of all nations

Hutchins. Robert I he Future of International Relations United Nations Institute
for Training and Researt II, 801 1'110(41 Nations Plaza. New York, 1070 Th:
author argues that nations should think of edit anon ,is a means to full human
it for their populations rather than as .1111P,IIIS to power. prestige, or wealth.

Kenworth, Leonard The International Dimension of F:ducution Association for
Supers 'sum and Cum( ilum De%elopment, National Education Association.
Washington, I) C 1970 \ report on efforts to incorporate the international di-
mension of education into the total learning experience of students at all lev-
els int hides prat heal suggestions for teachers A% tillable from ERIC, El) 039
202

Rolfe Sidney I The Nfultinotional Corporation I leadline Series #199, Foreign Pol-
u Association New York, 1.'1.1)mo> 1070 Examines % anions facets of the
multinational corporation, it et onoinit and political consequences, the politi-
cal demands' eitikes, and national iesponses to it

Shaw Robert flet diking Etonornic De%elopment I leadhne Series #2)18, Foreign
Policy Ass, (dation. New York 1971 Outlines a new strategy for economic de-
telopment emphasizing employment Examines implications of this focus for
the rich countries
United Notions The World as a Dv% eloping Countr II S Co% ernment Print-

ing ()Ili( o., WaSI1111)411111 I) C I11111. 1971 A !flufft to the Committee on Foreign
Relations. ['tilted States Senate I qt Won, on the Seabed and 'De% elopment"

Other Publications
For additional suggestions, sec \ Ilibliograph of International Studies. (Aside to

Reading for Sot iol Studies Teachers National Council for the Social Studies.
lVashington. I) C 20036, 1972

For a re% ie%% of the world studies emphasis ut .1 selection of the new soLial
mt.tcrials see Global Ditnusion, in the Sur la! Studies b% John I I Spurgin

and Cat % R Smith Center fit I eat lung Intel mitem.11 Relations I 'tii% ersit) of
Den% en, Dem er Colorado 80210, and Sof 1.11 Si lem,r. Education Consortium,
Inc 8:15 Ilro,u1%%.1, Boulder, Colorddo1111302, 1073
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The following publications contain a wealth of suggested activities, ex-
ercises and lessons:
Millar. Jayne C. Focusing on Global Poverty and Development A Resource Book

for Educators Overseas Des elopment Council. Washington. D C, 1974, Ideas
and Action Bulletin Action for Development As adable from FEU/Action for
Development, Food and Agriculture Organization 00100 Rome, Italy

Global Desr loptnent Studies, a model cum( alum for an ,icademic year course in
global systems and human development at the secondary and undergraduate
levels of general education Management Institute for National Development,
New Ym k. 1973

Intercom. Center for War/Peace Studies. New York See especially, Teaching To-
ward Global Perspectives, #73. Teaching Global Issues Through Simulation It
Can Be Easy, #75, Conflict and Change Themes for U S. History. #76.

See also Social Education November-December 1974, Vol 38, no 7, Special Is-
sueGlobal Ilonger and Poverty

Selected Sources of Information and Materials for Teachers
(1) Development Forum is a monthly newspaper published free of charge by the

Centre for Economic and Social Information (CE.SI). United Nations. Palais des
Nations. CH-1211 Geneva 10, Sw;tzerland. It is available in English, French,
Spanish, Italian, and German Areas interest include Development Educa-
tion. Disarmament and Development, Economic Development. Environment
Population, Social Development, and Trade When ordering Development Fo-
rum, name, address, country, and organ' at lona) affiliation are requested

(2) Focus on Asian Studies e., a quarterly newsletter published for $1 00 a year by
the Service Center for Teachers of Asian Studies. Association for Asian Stud-
ies, Ohio State University,, 29 West Woodruff Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210
News and information on activities of organizations interested in Asian studies,
teaching ideas, and extensive annotated lists of materials and hooks are in-
cluded in each issue Focus is an excellent way for a teacher of Asion studies to
keep current on what is happening the field.

(3) Headline Series is published quarterly by the Foreign Policy Association, 345
East 46th Street. New York. New York 10017, at a cost of $1.25 per copy. Back
copies are also available, over 70 titles are listed in their 1974 catalogue. In-
cluded are the U S 8,R . Eastern Europe, and Western Europe: 17 titles: Asia: 14
titles, Africa, Latin America, the United Nations, and the Middle East with 5 ti-
tles each. United States foreign policy problems. 10 titles, and World Problems:
19 titles. These 60-page booklets give concise treatments of the topics covered.

(4) Ideas and Action Bulletin is published monthly, except in the summer, by the
Coordinator, FFH /Action for Development. FAO, 00100 Rome, Italy. The Free-
dom from Hunger campaign and Action for Development are joint projects af
the United Nations and the Food and Agriculture Organization, a specialized
agency of the [hilted Nations Many of the articles are written by Third World
personnel who have been practically involved in development efforts The Bul-
letin has about 5 or 6 sl art articles on development projects in various parts of
the world in a typical issue News from the national committees of the FEH
Cd mpaign and Action for Development committees and discussion of educa-
tional materials from both developed and less developed countries are fre-
quently included as well.

(f,) Intercom is presently published by the Center for War /Peace Studies, three to
five times a year Subscription rates start at 5 issues for $6 00, with bulk rates
available from Intercom. 218 East 18th Street, New York, New York 10003 Prior
to January, 1969. the magazine was Published by the Foreign Policy Association,
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whose address is given under (3( above Suint' 37 titles are av adable from the
'PA tip to September, 1973. each issue of Intercom had several articles on a
single topic. with an extensiv e bibliography and lists of materials mailable on
the subject In a major change of format. Intercom retains the single topic
format, but the bibliographu features have been curtailed Emphasis is pI -d
on practical teaching suggestions and use of materials in the classroom
InterCulture News is a newsletter published free of charge by InterCullure As-
sociate, Incorporated, Box 277. Thompson. Connecticut 06277 InterCulture As-
sociates specializes in the importation of books, records, and artifacts, primar-
ily from Asia ane Africa Filmstrips and slides are also mailable The
newsletter is essentially a low-key advertising instrument containing editorials
on the educational philosophy behind the company and news of its activities
and of other organizations with similar interests
Newsletwr is published quarterly for $5 00 a year by the Society for Citizen
Education in World Affairs The address of the Newsletter is 187 Stanwich
Road, Greenwich. Connecticut 06830. 'the Newsletter consists of three parts
The first contains news of non-governmental organizations and activities deal-
ing with world affairs The second is news of a more personal sort, a "who's
who and what are they doing'' of world affairs organizations. Lastly, new mate-
rials of the major organizations dealing with world affairs are described
Progress Report is published by the Institute for World Order, 11 West 42nd
Street, New York. New York 11)036 The institute for World Order was formed
recently fmi the Institute for International Order and its affiliate, the World
Law Fund l'he Progress Report contains news of the Institute, its actin sties and
news and commentary connected with the Institute's interests
ERIC. (Educational Resources Information Center) is a nationwide information
system designed to help educators keep up-to-date in their field ERIC/ChESS,
Clearinghouse for Social Ftudies/Social Science Education, 855 Broadway,
Boulder, Colorado 80302, has produced a number of valuable documents in the
world studies field Included are Off the African Shelf An Annototed Bibliog-
raphy, The Status of World History Instruction in American Secondary
Schools, Teaching Internutionol Relotions, Globol Dimensions in the New So-
cial Studies, A Preliminary Review of the Intercuitorol Dimensions in Inter-
notionol/Intercultural Educotion, Grades K-14 It also publishes Keeping Up, a
free newsletter containing announcements of all publications, news items and
a selection of abstracted documents

B. Ideas and Materials for Use in the Classroom
Borg. Kirsten, ed US,A Foreign Policy McDougal, !anvil and Company, Evans-

ton, 1111nols. 1974 Selected readings preser ling facts and realities of diplo-
macy and foreign policy Includes selections on ''The Nature of American For-
eign Policy," "The Cold War." "The Road to World Leadership," and "The
Weapons of Propaganda

Cose Studies of Developing P'otions OXFAM Series. 12 booklets. Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, 1967 Problems of poor nations and impact of foreign relief efforts on
human beings

Concern Extremist, Race; Poverty, Revolution Silver Burdett Co , Morristown,
New Jersey, 1970 Dramatically illustrated series of pamphlets Each deals
with a different topic

Dunstan, Mary Jane, and Patricia W Garlan Worlds in the Moking, Probes for Stu-
dents of the Future Prentice-1141I, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970. Chal-
lenges students to become aware of their values, to seek new meanings in the
changing present by exploring, imagining, and evaluating futures. Includes
problems, probes. and projections to stimulate the reader and open his or her
vision to new possibilities.
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Ehrlich, Paul R. and Anne II Ehrlich The End of Affluence A Blueprint for Your
Future. Ballantine Hooks Ness York. 1974 Describes him the IA orld system is
functioning. cites population grim th. increasing affluence, and f achy use of
technology as major factors in the declining quality of life. and offers sugges-
tions for survival

Fersh. Seymour. ed Learning about Peoples and Cultures McDougal, WWII and
Company. Es anston, Illinois. 1974 An excellent side( lion of %isuals, readings
and commentary dealing nith humans len points and cultural patterns

Four Communities Around the World (and Ti ai her's Guide) The Tab,' Social Stud-
ies Curriculum. Addison -\\ esle\ Publi,hing Cu . Menlo Park. California, 1969
A series of curriculum guides Ind teaching units, interdisciplinary and
planned for sequential des elopment of skills and attitudes as well as knowl-
edge

Geography in the Urban Age and Teacher's Guide with each of six units High
School Geography Project, School Di% ision. Macmillan and Company, 866
Third Aue.. N'et's York, 1969-70. A net's approach to the teaching of geography
using simulations, topics include "Japan, "Cultural Geography." "Political
Processes. and "I !Antal and Resources."

Great Decisions 1975 Foreign Policy Association. :Ness York, 1972 Concise sum-
maries aod discussion of questions relating to eight current foreign policy or
ssorld issues Topics include "Japan.' "The Soviet Union Today " "The World
Food Problem." and "The Oceans and the Seabed

Hunter. Robert Power and Peace 0% erseas Des elopment Council, 1717 Massachu-
setts Ave N . Washington. D C . 1973. 20 pp. S.50.

Long, Barbara The Rood Game Herder and Herder Ness York, 1970 An inter-
disciplinary ex eruse seeking to integrates erbal and visual behavior and de-
signed to help students becomi hewn observers of human behavior

The Value Game Herder and I I erd.,r. New York. 1970 A game designed to reveal
differing value systems

%lassialas. Hy run C.. and Jack "Lenin World Order World Order Through Inquiry
Series Rand McNally. Chicago. 1970. A concept-oriented unit dealing with
how conflicts has e been and might he handled.

Mediu Supported World Affairs Seminars Association of School Librarians, 503 E
Huron. Chicago, 1971 A report on the use of the seminar method in high school
classes studying current %%odd affairs issues Contains actual dialogue Issues
include "America's Position in China.'' "Allende Election in Chile," "'Arab-Is-
raeli Conflict.'' and' Detente in Europe.

Man at Aq Kupruk. Tradition and Change in Village Life," a teaching/learning
packet. al-o Perspectives (a set of 12 separate hook lets on a single theme)
American lint% ersities Field Staff, 3 Lebanon Street, Hanover. New Hamp-
shire 03755 Topics include "The Impact of Modernization on Traditional So-
cieties." and '"I'he Impact of Population on Society."

Sociological Resources for Secondary School Allyn and Bacon, Boston. 1970 Based
on selected sociological concepts such as culture, stereotypes. ideology. and
values. These materials emphasize the process of sociological inquiry In-
cludes episodes (short units) and readings which can be used to supplement
problems of democracy in other social studies courses

The Concerns of Man A Literature Series. McDougal. Littell and Company, Evans-
ton. Illinois 60204. Topics include brotherhood. environment. war, and peace.

Tradition and Change in Four Societies An Inquiry Approach (and Teacher's
Guide). Holt. Rinehart & Winston, New York, 1968. An examination of tradi-
tional society. the impact of Western institutions. technology, and selected
ideas on South Africa, India. and China. Problems studied noel, le race
relations and their implications in Brazil ,1 nd South Africa

"World Citizenship Declaration.'' United Nations Association of Minnesota. 55
South 8th Street. Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415. "Declaration of Acrid Citi-
zenship.' State of Minnesota, 1971 Printed on parchment suitable for framing
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PART II
Guidelines for World Studies
A. Guidelines and Checklist for World Studies

The guidelines are designed to help ou identify goals and priorities in
your school or school district. The checklist is to assist you in determining
needs and interests and in choosing materials which seem appropriate for
your students.

Guidelines for World Studies

1 0 The Social Studies Program Should Pravide Intercultural
Experiences for All Students
1.1 All students should have opportunities for inter-

cultural education at all grade levels.
1.2' The program should provide intensive and recurrent

stud) of cultural, racial, religious, ethnic and na-
tional groups, both those to which students them-
selves belong and those to which they do not.

1 3 The program should offer opportunities for students
to meet, discuss, study, and work with members of
various cultural, racial, religious, ethnic and na-
tional groups other than their own.

2.0 The Social Studies Program Should Deal with the Real
Global Society

2.1 The program should emphasize the major social
processes and problems within global society; i.e.,
intergroup conflict and the control of violence

2.2 The program should emphasize current and con-
troversial problems of international society.

2.3 The program should include both analysis of these
problems and attempts to formulate potential solu-
tions

3.0 The Social Studies Program Should Draw from Currently
Valid Knowledge about Global Society and Humankind's
Experience, Culture and Beliefs
3.t The program should emphasize that the planet earth

is one of man) entities in the larger cosmic system.
3 2 'I he program should develop students' understand-

ing of humankind viewed as one species among
many forms of life.

3.3 The program should develop students' understand-
ing of the international social system viewed as one
system among man> social systems in which they
participate
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Guidelines for World Studies (continued)

3 4 The program should emphasize currently valid con-
cepts. principles and theories in the social sciences.

3 5 The program should draw upon all the social sci-
encesnot only the history of the United States and
the histories of the Western and non-Western
worlds, but also anthropology, economics, geogra-
phy. political science and sociology

3.6 The program should draw appropriate material from
other related fields, such as psychology, law, commu-
nications and the natural sciences.

3 7 The program should include the study not only of hu-
mankind's achievements. but also of those events
and policies that are commonly considered contrary
to present national goals.

4 it The Social Studies Curriculum Should Facilitate the De-
velopment of Attitudes and Skills That Students Need to
Understand International Society
4I 'rhe program should develop students' ability to

adopt a world-centered perspective.
4 2 The program should develop the capacity of students

to consume discriminately and process critically in-
formation about their world environment

4 3 The program should prepare students intellectually
and emotionally to cope with continuous change and
marked diversity in their world environment.

4.4 The program should help students to accept and
cope constructively with "the realities of the human
condition

Checklist for World Studies
1.0 The ial Studies Program Should Provide Intercultural

Experiences for All Students
1.1 Do all students have ample opportunity for inter-

cultural education at all grade levels?
1.2 Does the program provide intensive and recurrent

study of cultural. racial, religious. ethnic and na-
tional groups?

1 3 Does the program offer opportunities to meet and
work with members of racial, cultural, religious, eth-
nic and national groups other than the students'
own?
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2.0 The Social Studies Program Should Deal with Global So-
ciety
21 Are the following major social processes and prob-

lems covered by your program?
Intergroup conflict and conflict resolution (racial, re-
ligious and international)
Intergroup collaboration (international)
Intergroup violence
International trade, foreign aid and foreign invest-
ment
International migration
International communications
Formation of in-group/out-group attitudes and Im-
ages

Foreign policy decision-making
Cultural diffusion
Economic and political development
Population growth
World-wide urbanization
Resource depletion (energy crisis, food shortages)
Deteriorating human environment
Racism
Technological change
Inequalities in the distribution of basic human re-
quirements (i.e., health, wealth and education)

2.2 Does your program offer students the opportunity to
analyze and formulate potential resolutions of inter-
national social problems'

3.0 The Social Studies Program Should Draw from Currently
Valid Knowledge about Global Society and Humankind's
Experience, Culture and Beliefs
3 1 a. Does your program include a cosmological and ge-

ological history of our planet?
b. Does your program emphasize the major features

and characteristics of the planet's contemporary
geology and geography?

3.2 a. Does your program emphasize human diversity as
manifested in unique individual behaviors, var-
ied cultural systems and differing social systems
s'ich as family systems, political systems, and eco-
nomic systems?

b. Does the program emphasize humankind's biolog-
ical and psychic unity?
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Checklist for World Studies (continued)

c Does the program provide opportuniturt for com-
paring the human species wl'h other forms of life
including animals and imagined life elsewhere in
the universe as portrayed in same of our better
science fiction')

d. Does the program emphasize the major events or
transformations in the evolution and cultural de-
% elopment of the species')

33 Are the following characteristics of global society
emphasized in your program')
Racially di% erse (majority non-white)

uncentrahzed
Multi- linguistic
Religiously di% erse (majority non - Christian and non-

Jewish)
Culturally diverse (characterized by significant vari-

atum within and among nations)
Institutionally diverse (varying polihcal. economic

and family systems)
Generally economically depressed
Interdependent
Violent
Rapidly growing
Increa gly urbanized
Increasingly mechanized

3 4 Do the concepts. principles and theories emphasised
in your courses' content reflect current develop-
ments in the social sciences)

3.3 Are the contributions of history and the various so-
cial sciences utilized to create an interdisciplinary
curriculum content)

3 fi Does sour curriculum provide fur co.dributions from
areas which. although outside the formal social
studies, furnish understandings about humankind?

e psychology, communications and the
natural s( i( ncesr)

3 7 Does our program include the study not only of hu-
mankind's mine% ements but also of those policies
(cannily to present national goals?

4 0 The Social Studies Curriculum Should Facilitate the De-
velopment of Attitudes and Skills That Students Need to
Understand International Society
4 I a Does the program offer students the opportunity

to transcend ethnocentrism by de% eloping a glo-
bal perspch% 0)
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Checklist for World Studies (continued)

b. Does the program offer students the opportunity
to recognize that some degree of ethnocentric bias
and iltural distortion is inherent in all per-
ceptions and lkdiefs about the world?

c. Does the program offer students the opportunity
to perceive commonalities in the basic needs of
culturally di% erse individuals?

4.2 a Does the program offer students the ipport ity
to think conceptually and compar ut
different societies, about nt
events and about social pl.( flirt
and cooperation?

b Do students have the opport ormulate
and test hypotheses and the lout inter-
national phenomena using the ifiTh toils and skills
associated with historical scholarship and social
scientific inquiry?

c Do students have the opportunity to analyze nor-
mative arguments or value claims and the values
underlying their own judgments?

d. Do the students have the opportunity to critically
analyze and judge the actions or decisions of or-
ganized groups in international society and espe-
cially the foreign policy decisions of their own
go% ernment?

e Do students have the opportunity to absorb and
critically evaluate information about inter-
national developments provided by the mass me-
dia and interpersonal communications?

4 3 a. Are students gii.en the opportunity to perceive di-
versity and change as natural or inevitable fea-
tures of the human condition?

h. Are students given the opportunit, to judge dif-
ferences between and changes with i social insti-
tutions?

c. Do all students have the opportunity for in(lepen-
dent study outside the classroom?

4.4 Does the program offer opporhnities for the student
to considei the moral and policy implications of
humankind's growing .aterdependence?
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B. Guidelines for World Stadies: Suggested Topics, Content,
and Evaluation of Present Program

Suggested Topics:
User's Evaluation

C

-11

Intercultural Experiences for All
Students at All Grade Levels
A. Intense. and recurr'nt

study of.
1 cultural groups
2. racial groups.
3. religious groups.
4. ethnic groups.
5. national groups

B Opportunities :o meet. dis-
cuss, and work with:

1. cultural groups.
2 racial groups.
3. religious groups.
4 ethnic groups.
5. national groups.

II. Global Society ("the human spe-
cies has become interdependent
at the global level")
A. Topics

1. intergroup conflict and
resolution.

2. communication
3. foreign policy decision-

making.
4. cultural diffusion.
5. population concerns.
6. urbanization (world-

wide).
7. global environment.
8. racism.
9. technological change.

10. diversity and change.
11. interdependency.
12. commonalities among

peoples.
13. need to transcend ethno-

centrism.
14. poor distribution of basic

human necessities.
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APPENDIX 99

13 Problems
I current.
2. controversial.
3. analysis
4 solutions

C. Up-to-date knowledge about
global society

I planet earth is part of the
larger cosmic system.

2. humankind is one spe-
cies among many.

3 the international social
system is one among
many social systems.

4 the planet's present geol-
ogy and geography.

5 humankind's biological
and psychic unity.

6. concepts. theories. and
principles of:
a. anthropology
b. sociology.
G. political science.
d. economics.
e. geography

7 related subjects.
a. law.
b. psychology

ill. Student Attitudes and Skills
A. World-centered perspective
B. Knowledge discrimination
C. Appreciation of the human

condition
D Ability to cope with change

and diversity
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C. Guidelines for Selecting World Studies Materials*
Some materials and programs are oln ionsl more appropriate for your

situation than others. The criteria (on the opposite page) for evaluating
World Studies' materials were prepared to assist educators in the selec-
tion of appropriate. high- qualit materialstextbooks, films, filmstrips.
or tapesthat are globally oriented.

Part I lists seventeen topics considered essential to an understanding of
global societ and provides a means of evaluating how well and to what
extent the materials handle these topics. It also provides a means of rating
the emphasis put on particular kinds of skills and attitudes.

Part II enables the (A aluation of approach and methodology in terms of
studcat partnapation required and the feasibilit!. of using the materials in
a number of disciplines. Parts I and II of the checklist together are useful
in helping a teacher to evaluate ne%% materials and re-evaluate old ones.

'I hese guidelines fur spiel ting %Voila Studies materials were prepared hv Robert Anthony.
Teacher Associate. Diffusion Propict, Social Studies Development Center. 1129 Atwater. In-
diana I 'nu% ersilv. Bloomington. Indiana 47401
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Criteria for Evaluating World Studies Materials
Title of materials

Producer _______

Producer's address

Available from
Key: The materials stress or emphasize

. . to a great extent = 4

.. to some extent = 3

.. to no extent = 2
unable to Judge = 1

No.
Rating

Part I. Rationale and Objectives

A Global Society. materials
stress .

1 intergroup conflict and
resolution

2. international econom-
ics

3 communications (cross-
cultural)

4. foreign policy decision-
making

5 cultural diffusion
6. population concerns
7. urbanization (world-

wide)
8 global environment
9 racism

10, technological change
11. diversity and change
12 interdependency
13, commonalities among

peoples
14. need to transcend eth-

nocentrism
15. inequitable distribu-

tion of basic human ne-
cessities

16. impact of culture on
self and human experi-
ence

17. culture and language
H. Development of Ways of

'thinking. Communicating.
Behaving. materials
stress. .

1, awareness of ethno-
centric effects on think-
ing

2 conceptual thinking
3. comparative thinking
4. critical thinking
5 value anabsis
6. moral and pohc impli-

cations of globalism
7 interpersonal trust
8. motivation to act
9. affect feelings

Part II: Content

A Discipline Orientation. ma-
terials stress ..
1. inter-disciplinary ap-

proach
2 multi-disciplinary ap-

proach
3. single-discipline

B. Appropriateness of Con-
tent

C Provision for Student Par-
ticipation
1. games
2. simulations
3 role-playing
4 panels. debates. small-

group discussions
5. research and library

reports
6. involvement with the

community
D. Provision for Evaluation

(student, teacher)
1. observation
2. tests
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We are grateful to the publishers fur granting us permission to reprint or
adapt the following material.

Chapter 2
Pages 11 (Table I). 13 (Table III)

Adaptation of Table 4 (page 107). Gustov Jahoda, "Development of Scottish
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chology. 1962, 58, 91-108.

Page 14
Wallace E Lambert and Otto Klineberg, Children's Views of Foreign People.
(New York Ir% ington Publishers. 1967). p. 33.

Page 14 (Table IV)
Adaptation of Table 1 (pages 86-87), Harry Targ, "Children's Developing Orien-
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'frond Al% "The De% elopment of Views on Conflict, War and Peace Among
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Pages 30.31 32. 38
Reprinted Ii permission of the publisher trout Him aril Tolle*. Jr . Children
and War, (Ness York feat hers College Press cop% right 1973 1r, Feat hers (:al-
lege, Columbia university)

Pages 30.31
Peter Cooper. "The De% elopment of the Concept of W a r." Journal of Peace Re-
search. If (1966) p 6

Page 31 (Figure 2)
Adaptation of 'fable III 7 (page 43). in IIottartI Tolle. Children and War Pold-
woi sortoh/ot,00 to loterootwoot cool. I. INtm York. Teachers College Press.
1973)

Page 32

Sibylle K Escalona. 'Children's Responses to the Nuclear W Threat." Chil-
dren. X(1963). p 139.

Page 33 (Figure 3)
Adaptation f rum Table IV 2 (page 69), 11um Children and War. Polit-
ical Socialisation to International Conflict. (Ness York Teachers College Press.
19731

Page 33 (Table XI)
Adaptation of 'fable t (page 467). Richard C. Rem:, and James A Nathan. 'The
Future of Political Ssstenis What Young People Think.- Futures. (December
1974). Volume 6. Number 6,

Page 36 (Figure 4)
Adaptation from Figure 2, (page 469). Richard (: Rcros and James A Nathan,
"Me Future of Pullin al Systems What Young People Think.- Futures. (Decem-
ber. 1974). Volume 6, No 6

Page 37 (Figure 51
Richard C Kerr*. "High School Seniors' Attitudes Toward Them Civics and
Co eminent Instruction," Social Education. (October 19721,594

Page 38

W Connell. The Child's Construction of Politics. (Carlton. Victoria. Austra-
lia Melbourne University Press, 1971) pp 128-20
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Page 47

James MacGregor Burns and lack tV Peltason. Gat, ernment by the People, (En-
glewood Cliffs. N. I Prentice-I loll. 1969. 7th et p. 301)

Page 48

Thomas C SchellingArms and In fluency. (Nets Has en, Yale t tintint.erstR Press.
1966). p. 2.

Page 53

Reprinted by permis 'ion from Time, The Weekly Nesintigtii.ne, copyright
Time. Inc

Page 54
flans J Nlorgo 0haii Truth and -r. (Noss York. Praeger. Copyright c
1970), p 291

Page 53
R C P eston. "World 11:H1N-standing in the Curriculum.- in 'fruching World
I tnderstunding. (Engltmood Cliffs Prentice-Ilan. Int.. 1965). p

Page 55
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